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'IHE SOCIAL KLE OF THE ORJIOf:
ALIENATION CR MEDIATION?

Abstract
JCllN O.

lH)H

under the supervision of Dr. Donna J.

'Ibis research has a three-fold purpose:
presence,

Hess

first,

to

assess the

or lack thereof, of alienation in a sample fran the rural
second,

fann p:>pulation;

to

assess the role of the church in helping

reduce feelings of alienation; and third,

to

determine the extent to

which church menbership and participation enhances personal empao,erment
and transforrnative action.
The following questions are addressed in the study:

1.

If so,

there evidence of alienaticn in this rural fann p:>pulation? 2.
who

are

alienated?

merbership? 4.
action? 5.

How

3.

Is

Is alienation associated with church

Is church menbership associated with transformative
are alienation and transforrnative action related?

Berger and Neuhaus' work on mediating institutions serves as
the

abstract

theoretical

framework of the research.

conceptualization of alienation as �erlessness,
social isolation,

self-estrangement,

incorp:>rated into this framework.

and

Seeman's

neaninglessness,

normlessness is awlied and

Alienation

and

church menbership are

indepemently examined to determine the relationship of each to
transformative action.

The

data for the study are collected through intensive

interview arrJ participmt cbservation.

A "methodological mix" -

statistical arrJ qualitative - is used in analyzing the data.
'!he major findings are as follows:

Sane alienation is observed

among rural farm fOp.ilatioo. Faoners with church rnanbership give less
evideoce of alienation than farmers with no church rnarbership. Farmers
with

church

manbership

terrl to participate less in carmunity

organizations arrJ activities than farmers with no church rnarbership.
Farmers woose econanic well-being is stable

tend

to be less involved in

ccmnunity organizations than farmers woose econanic well-being is
either tmstable or critical.

Farmers with church rnanbership are roore

likely to give f()Sitive spontaneous evideoce of transforrnative action
than

farmers

membership,

with no church membership.

!Egardless of church

farmers who discuss farm issues more frEquently with their

SfOUseS are seen as less likely to be alienated than farmers who
discuss less frequently. Finally, the chances for quarrelling increase
as farmer econanic well-being decreases.
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OIAPl'ER ClIB
INTRCJXJCI'ION
Modernization brings about an historically unprecedented
dichotany between µ.iblic and private life. '!be most i.Irp:>rtant
large institution is the IOOdern state itself. In addition,
there are the large econanic conglanerates of capitalist
enterprise, big labor, arrl the grCMing bureaucracies that
aaninister wide sectors of the society • • • 'lben there is the
JOOdern 'fhenaneoon called private life. For the irrlividual in
JOOdern society, life is an ongoing migration between these bolo
s'fheres, µ.iblic and private. '!be megastructures are typically
alienating, that is, they are not helpful in prO'liding meaning
and identity for individual existence. • .�t everyore
experierx::es this crisis in the same wey. Many who handle it
toore successfully than 100st have access to institutions that
mediate between the bolo spheres.
(Berger and Neuhaus, 1981: 2-3)
The quote above

by

Peter L. Berger arrl Richard J. Neuhaus

attests to the dilamna confronting the irrlividual today.
breakthroughs

and

pre-scientific
pleasures."

Technological

modernization have reduced the burdens of the

age, making life easier

and

replete with

"cheap

Yet this all-time co�uest 01Jer the :[XlYSical world has

left behind a feeling of discontent about life as the by-product of the
very institutions created by humans.
Today,

the general attitude is not a belief in, but a doubt

about, technology.

.According to Slater (1970: 51) , "Americans have lost

their manhood

their capacity to control their environment. " The

and

technological institution a�ars, in effect, to asslJlle the role of the
authoritarian father in our society because " • • • it is a servant that

2

now daninates the household, too p:,werful to fire, upon whcln ei.reryone
is helplessly dependent" (ibid: 44).
The dilarma,
often,

then, is hCM to cope with these impersonal and,

insensitively

remote,

technological roonsters.

The daily

increase in delin:;luent subcultures suggests that the stress-management
techniques na.-, offered in and outside of the classroans are far fran
pr01Tiding the answers.

Survival in a technological culture is an

endless struggle against an 'unseen' enemy.
The dangers and evils of bureaucratization are by no means new
to the roodern social scere.

These were already foreseen by Weber about

a century ago.

In Weber's foresight (Kerbo, 1983: 114-115), while these

bureaucratic

megastructures

rationalization,

are

in

keeping

with

increasing

as is technological and scientific developnent, they

also have a darkside of impersonalization and the risk of beccming
traps,

hence, contributing to roodern p:,werlessness.

rno.rement

ta.-,ard

increasing

bureaucratization

The unrestrained
led Weber to be

pessimistic and even fearful of what he ScM as an exparrling "iron
cage. "
Once

o.rerccme

institutions

of

by

the impersonal forces of the larger

the society,

the i.rrlividual loses a sense of

orientation and beccmes alienated frcm both society
and

and

self.

Cla.-,ard

Ohlin (1960) indicate that one behavioral response by the

iooividual

to

the

bureaucratic

entrapnent is withdrawal fran

established social norms.

The concern of Berger

as others,

over the administrative institutions of

like Slater,

and

Neuhaus, as well

3

bureaucracies as sources of alienation in contan!X)rary society reflects
the awrehensions already expressed by Weber.
According to Berger arrl Neuhaus,

ooe way to deal with the

prcblan of alienation arrl withdrc:Mal is through mediating institutions.
In

their

definition,

mediating

institutions are "

•

• those

institutions standing between the individual in his private life and
the large institutions of public life." Their capacity to mediate
stans fran the fact that such institutions have a private face that
gives individuals a measure of stability.
Berger
which,

am

Neuhaus have identified

they maintain,

four such institutions

"figure praninently in the lives of m::>st

Americans," am are rost relevant to the prcblans of the welfare state:
the neighborhood, family, church, arrl voluntary associations (ibid: 3}.
Lenski

(1961:44} referred to such institutions as subcorranunities that

provide the essential reference point fran which the individual can
relate himself to a mass society which, otherwise, threatens to reduce
him to a statistical digit.
The

inclusion

of

the

church

anong

mediation-serving

institutioos challenges the traditional notion of the church as serving
primarily the spiritual needs of its manbers, arrl also raises new
questions

concerning the long-tirre debate over the social-functional

relevance of religion, a debate set in motion by pre-Christian Greek
intellectuals.

In his study of world religions, Weber ranarked that

this kind of

debate is canmon to the intellectual classes of f!Nery

r;eriod, including modern intellectualism (Weber, 1963: 196}.

4

Today,

the debate is gradually gathering renewed manenturn.

With the birth of the functional/conflict distinction in the social
sciences in general, and sociology, in p:irticular, the questions raised
by

this new wc:Ne are many.
although much of the sociological literature has

First,

stressed the social functions of religion (Weber, 1963; Durkheim, 1965;
Will,

1956;

Lenski,

1961) ,

critics hc:Ne insistently,

am

with

substantial evidence, questioned the ability of religion and its
institutions to deal with everyday social problems (Welmreich, 1976;
Marx, 1971) •
Secondly,

it can be argued that the decline in church

manbership in recent times, in much of the United States and el5e\fhere,
is an implicit ranirrler to examine once more if, in fact, the church
may not hc:Ne outlived its social usefulness.

'!his unprecedented

decline in manbership has been a disturbing concern to both Catholic
Bishops (Our SUnday Visitor,

May

19, 1985:3) and the Lutheran hierarchy

(Watertc!'m Public �inion. May 1, 1985, Fditorial) .
'Ihirdly,

the renewed debate on church-state sep:iration on

issues such as abortion, p:>rnography,

euthanasia, school prayer,

nuclear freeze hc:Ne forced both p:>liticians

am

am

the rank and file to

seriously question the traditional line of demarcation between church
and state.
In the midst of this raging controversy, Berger and Neuhaus
(ibid:6)
essential

further contend that mediating structures are,
for

a vital democratic society,

in fact,

since they are the

5

value-generating and value-maintaining agencies of the society.
mediating structures were already alluded to

by

SJch

Durkheim in his

emphasis on the need for moral integration in the face of rapid social
change (Durkheim, 1947) .
Scholarly literature (Gustafson, 1981; Heffernan, 1972) as well
as

canmunity literature

(Dillman and Hobbs,

1982; BrcArm,

1977)

indicates that farmers in much of the United States are under great
pressures and stress fran national and international econcmic and
i:olitical forces.

These forces, they suggest, stem fran the operation

of the megastructures of roodern life such as those identified by Berger
and Neuhaus, as well as the gradng bureaucracies that administer wide
sectors of the society.

Their thesis suggests that the i:otential for

farmers to experience alienation is great.
Considering the high-alienation risk to which farmers are
exposed at this i:oint in time

and

the need for mediating structures in

private life advocated by the Berger-Neuhaus thesis, this research

has

a three-fold p..1ri:ose:
First,

to assess the presence,

or lack thereof, of alienation

among a sample of rural fanily farmers.

Secondly, to detennine the

extent to which church membership and participation reduces feelings of
alienation among rural family farmers.

Thirdly, if the church serves a

mediating role, to determine if such role enhances personal anrx:,.-,erment
and transformative action in the private lives of family farmers.

6

Statement of Prd;>len
'lbe "family farm" crisis has becane a nation-wide i;:oenaneoon
that draws the
institutions,

syrrpathetic

attention of individuals as well as

religious and IX>litical.

In the late 1930s there were

6, 800,000 fanns in the United States, and by 1978, this nlD'llber had
droH:)ed to 2,750,000

(Greene, 1978: 10-11) .

dropped again to 2,240,976

(1982 Census

In 1982, the Ill.ltlber had
of Agriculture,

Vol. 1) .

Foll<:Ming this steady treoo and the present crisis in agriculture, one
could safely predict a sharp decrease in the number of family fanns by
the time the next census is taken.

Greene iooicates that most of the

fclllily fanners have been forced to sell out by the "cor!X)rate invasion
of agriculture. "
On the State level, the 1984 Justice Task Force uncovered the

foll<:Ming historical

treoo

in South Dakota:

were <Ner 83,000 farrns in
recorded.

By

South Dakota,

In the early 1930s, there
the highest

nlD'llber ever

1982, there were 37,000 farrns, a decline of sane 55%, or

1.5% to 2% annual decrease.
On the level of the county W1der study, the situation is little
different.

'Ihe last twenty years have witnessed a steady drop in the

nlD'llber of family farms.
size,
541

As a result of the increase in average fann

the number of farms in the county declined fran 804 in 1964 to
in 1982,

according to the UEDA Agriculture Census Re!X)rt.

The

situation has led to the loss of occupational livelihood for many
fanners and the effects, financial as well as enotional, are untold for
many families.

7

family fann studies have iooicated a sudden change in

Recent

'Ihese behavioral changes have had an

farmers' personal behaviors.

adverse effect on the social lives of fann fanilies, rarticularly
children.

Dootional stress, fanily tunnoil arrl violence, arrl suicide

attempts have been re:i;:orted (Watert,a,ln Public Opinion,

May

5, 1984: 4a)

in great nl.ll'llbers, while some fanners simply withdraw fran p..iblic

and

community involvement as a result of a feeling of lc:M self-esteem,
arrl burnout (Catholic Bulletin, June 9-15, 1985:16).

meaninglessness,
Thus,

the trat.nna of the fann crisis is related to the alienating

conditions discussed earlier.
In the light of the above,

two theoretical questions are the

primary concerns of this research:
1. Does the church mediate between the mega-econanic aoo
:i;:olitical structures of society arrl the private lives or concerns of
individual family fanners?
2. Does
alienation,

and

mediation

by

the church reduce the level of

enhance transformative action among family fanners?

The follc:Ming sut.questions are seen as related to the prd::>lem:
A.

Fran the church's perspective:
i.

HCM does the church attempt to mediate?

ii. Does the church see mediation as part of its
function in what many have referred to as the fann crisis?
iii. Does the church provide programs, counseling, or
sup:i;:ort groups arrl services of sane kind to this end?

8

iv. Does the church engage in educational efforts of
anJ;x:Meanent with faoners?
B. Fran fanners' perspectives:
i.

In relation to the present faan crisis, does th�

church really mediate in their lives?
ii. Does the faaner see mediation as an ai;:propriate
role for the church?
iii.

In

what

kirrls of church programs do they

(faoners) participate?
iv. What do they see thanselves deriving fran such
participation?
v. Are faaners involved in church programs aimed at
mediation less alienated than farmers not so involved?
vi.

faoners

Do

involved

in church programs of

mediation demonstrate evidence of transfoanative action, that is, m:>re
effective behavior in their canrrunity participation, in their family
lives, and in other areas of their personal lives?
Given the perspective of Berger and Neuhaus, sane
hyp:>thetical reS?)nses based on theory will be suggested at the eoo of
the rext chapter on the theoretical framework.

IIJix>rtance of Proolen

'Jlle family faaner in the present faan crisis is the primary

focus of this study.
alaaning prop:>rtions

The crisis in the fanning industry has reached
and

has becane major rews itans in both local and

9

national ne,.rs p:i�rs

(Watert<Mn Puhlic �inion,

May

7,

1985: 3; The

Brookings Daily Register, May 7, 1985: 12; Minneawlis Star and Tribune.
April 29, 1985: 7c; Catholic Bulletin, Vol. 75, May 19-25, 1985: 1) .
A message

by

the ICMa Bishoi;s focusing on the issue indicated

that: "A generation ago, we could see throughout the region innumerable
CMner-o�rated fanily fanns, stable and thriving coomunities, seemingly
limitless prime soil,
see deserted

and

and

extensive areas of natural beauty • • • Nc:M we

dilapidated fann buildings, dying canmunities, eroding

soil, urban sprawl and mining scars" (The Glooe, September 20, 1984: 2) .
'llie cry for substantial federal help is raised nationwide including a
reversal of what many have observed to be

"a heavy emFbasis on

goverment aid for giant agricultural corporations at the expense of
Iroderate-sized o�rations run

by

full-time farmers" CMinneawlis Star

and Tribune, June 15, 1985: 9a) .
The increasing deterioration of the fanning situation in many
counties of the United States has been attributed to the rise of
vertically integrated corporate agribusiness

(Brom, 1977: 9) • "This

deterioration alienates ordinary �ople fran the land,

saps the

strength of rural cooununities, and eooangers the ho�s and dreams of
too many �ople" (Catholic Bulletin, April 11, 1985: 5) .

'llie history of the farm crisis goes back beyond the time of the

Great Depression of the 1930s.

Between 1920

and

1970, the number of

farmers in the United States decreased fran 6. 5 to 2.9 million, while
the average fann

size increased from 147 to 383 acres (Kotz, 1976;

Greene, 1976; Brom,

1977) •

The result of this, says Kotz, is that
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"more than 100,000 farmers a year are quitting the land, and more than
1.5 million of those who remain are earning less than p:>verty-level
incane" (Kotz, ibid: 42) •
More recently, the Agriculture Deparbnent disclosed as foll0ws:
Of

the nation's 2.2 million fanns, nearly 70,000 were technically

insolvent

by

the start of this year.

Another 73,000 had debts equaling

70% to 100% of their assets, �aning insolvency was inrninent.

A

further 222,000 with debts equaling 40% to 70% of their assets, faced
severe financial stress.

The situation was particularly acute among

the nation's 679,000 family-run canmercial farms with annual sales of
$50,000 to

$500,000.

Nearly one-third of such farms had significant

financial prcblems (Argus Leader: Parade, May 5, 1985: 10) .
The situation is no less severe in the county under study than
it is in other counties of the nation given the drastic drop in mmiber
of farms fran 804 in 1964 to 541 in 1982 (1982 Census of Agriculture,
Vol.

'Ibat farmers in the county are facing a future that looks

1) .

bleak, i:essimistic,

and

uncertain was very much reflected in their

resp:>nses to questions posed by this researcher.
Fran

a

ramifications of
attempts

to

practical

starrlpoint,

this study examines the

the farm crisis in one county area. Further, it

determine if

the church i:erforrns other than so-called

spiritual and prophetic functions through an exploration of its role as
an institution in addressing the current farm crisis.
of this

study

It is the intent

to assess whether the church does, in fact, fulfill the
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role of mediation for the farmers in the said county during this time
of farm crisis.

Cbjectives of the study

'Ibis study is both descriptive and analytical.

It is interrled

to serve practical as well as theoretical objectives.
Practically, the objectives are:
1.

To

provide an understanding of the church in terms of its

social roles;
2.

To

investigate whether church membership and participation

in its social programs help family farmers to cope with the present
crisis in the farming industry; and
3.

In a roore general way, to determine if involvement with

mediating institutions, like

the church, generates in individuals a

sense of control arrl personal anp:1Nerment in their life situations.
On

the theoretical level,

the objective is to provide sane

grounding for, arrl awlication of,

the Berger-Neuhaus thesis that

certain institutions, like the church, serve a mediating role between
individuals

and

the rnegastructures of the society.

unfortunate that "less

systematic

It is rather

sociological research

has

been

devoted to religion than to any other major institution of our society.
Particularly lacking are studies of the interrelations between modern
religious institutions and other basic institutional systans" (Lenski,
1963: 2) .
Although a theory that maintains a continuous

and

systematic

interest in the interaction of religion and society seems to be
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difficult to develop (Yinger, 1957: 60), the present writer thinks that
this is no sufficient excuse for a neglect
might ever
study might

be

gained by so doing.

be

of the area, as nothing

It is, therefore, hoped that this

able to contribute, even in a limited way, to this

imp'.:>rtant area.
In the chapters ahead, the questions raised in this research
will

be

awroached as foll<:Ms:

theoretical
literature

2, an examination of the

framework on which the study is based; Chapter 3,
review

in

transformative action;

the

am

areas of religion,

Chapter 4, methodological

procedures; Chapter 5,
conclusion,

Chapter

analysis of data;

am

alienation,

am

am data collection

Chapter 6, findings,

recorronendations for future research as well as

limitations of this study.
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rnAPI'ER 'IWO
'lliIDRETICAI., FRAMEl'lOOK

Introdlction

!>bout twenty-five years ago, Cl0ward am Ohl.in (1960) studied

the causes of delirquent behavior

aoo

determired that the discrepancy

between desired goals am the means for achieving the goals set by the
society accounts for alienation among the members of the culture.

They

also indentified three J"OC)des of adaptation: the criminal, conflict,
and

retreatist patterns (ibid:20-26).

This conclusion reinforced the

tyJ:ology prop:>sed by Robert K. Merton three years earlier, according to
which the discrepancy between socially ar,pra.red norms
social system is called ananie.

goals in the

Merton had suggested, instead, five

modes of adaptation: conformity,

aoo

aoo

innovation, ritualisn, retreatisn,

rebellion (Merton, 1957:140).
Th ese studies agree that the discrepancy between the private

am public sectors results in alienation.

'lwo of the many fX>SSible

behavioral strategies of the alienated person are indifference to
social norms

and

withdrawal fran the p..iblic see� (Dillman

1982; Argus Leader, June 2, 1985:4). Berger

and

aoo

Hoobs,

Neuhaus have pro{X)sed

that an effective coping strategy to the proolem of alienation is
rnanbership in sane institutions that play a mediating role between the
individual

and

the p.iblic sector.

the level of alienation

and

Such institutions serve to reduce

guarantee the full integration of the
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Wivici.Jal into

the social system.

This

recalls Durkheim's idea of

1roral integration referred to earlier.
This
thesis

chai:cer which

is

organized

Berger-Neuhaus

as

takes a close look at the Berger-Neuhaus
f ollc:Ms:

first,

a presentation of

the

thesis which serves as the theoretical framework used

for this research; second, concei:cual analyses;

am

third, }¥potheses.

Theoretical Framework
The

Berger-Neuhaus

institutions,

for

particularly
According
church,

for

to
or

Catholic

this

other

example,

(1981: 23)

m:x:lel suggests

the church,

that

have mediating

several

potential,

those who have relatively little rx,wer in society.
line of

argument, the farmers involved with the

forms of religious

Rural Life Association,

levels of alienatioo.

institutions, like the National

should experience

relatively lCM

In their concern that the church be recognized

for its mediating function, Berger

am

Neuhaus have stated that:

The rnegastructures are typically alienating • • • ?-ht
only are religious institutions significant "players"
in the µiblic realm, but they are singularly important
to the wey people order their lives am values at the
most local and concrete levels of their existeoce. • •
It is precisely in the interest of µiblic policy to
advance a positive approach to the church as a key
mediating structure.
C ibid: 2, 26, 29)
This

line of reasoning clearly manifests a functional point of

view according to which religion is not only a cultural universal, but
has

its

emotional,

basis in innate human needs.
like allc:Ming one to feel that

Sane of

these reeds mey be

there is a source of rx,wer
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and ho� which is greater than one's <:Mn resources (MalinCMski,
1931: 64lf) ,

others,

social-psychological,

like pr0t1iding a sense of

identity and oneness to its members (Greeley, 1972: 108-126) .
Although functionalism can be first attrib.lted to Durkheim, it
was

and develo�d by the anthrofX)logists Bronislaw

fX>p.ilarized

MalinCMski and A. R.

Radcliffe-BrCMn.

Q1e of the principles of the

functional approach was that any social pattern or institution which
does not serve a function will cease to exist.

In this view, the

functionalists argue, religion exists because it fulfills the function
of the maintenance of law arrl order.
(1984: 51)

In most societies, as Rd:>erts

observed, formal legal sanctions are not the primary source

of social control.
belief structure,

Hence,

religious ritual acts to reinforce the

the values,

and the norms of the larger society.

What the functional �r*ctive in general,

and the Berger-Neuhaus

thesis, in particular, suggest about institutions like religion is that
they serve a variety of needs of individuals and the social structure.
These s�cific needs will be closely examined in the chapter that
follCMs.
The thesis of this model presents a challenge to the notion of
the unrelenting emergence of mass society, a concern already expressed
about the anergence of "mass society" sane 20 years ago (Vidich and
Bensman,

1968;

Toffler,

1971:124-125;

Halebsky,

1976) .

The

rnegastructures resulting fran rrooemization - the modern state, large
econanic conglanerates of capitalist enterprise, big labor, arrl the
grCM ing bureaucracies that administer wide sectors of society - while
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prwiding necessary human services, also leave behind the social evils
of impersonality, unresµ:>nsiveness, and excessive interference, as well
as the percer:tion of rising costs and deteriorating service.

en

of

the other harrl, there is the private sector, a curious kind

preserve left over by the large institutions and in which

individuals carry on a bewildering variety of activities with only
fragile institutional support. While the two spheres interact in many
ways, ireaning, fulfillirent,
the p..tblic sector.
devices,

and

personal identity are not provided by

'!bus, the individual is left very much to his ONn

and is uncertain, anxious,

and

alienated.

The dilemma that

results fran this p..tblic/private dichotany µ:>ses a double crisis:
It is a crisis for the individual who must carry on a
balancing act between the demands of the two spheres.
It is a µ:>litical crisis because the rnegastructures
(notably the state) come to be devoid of personal
meaning and are therefore vicWed as unreal or even
malignant.
(Berger

and

Neuhaus, 1981: 3)

The crisis of alienation which the individual must deal with
results fran the administrative aoo bureaucratic processes of the
mega.structures since they

do

not have a human face.

Max

Weber, at the

turn of the century, expressed the same concern over the human cost of
increased bureaucratization,
humane societies,

and

precisely in its inability to lead to

foresaw what later came to be called an "iron

cage" that people were building for thanselves

(Kerbo, 1983: 115).

Unfortunately, Weber foresaw no solution to this situation.
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Berger and Neuhaus have prop:>sed a solut ion to the prcblern of
alienation that results fran the p.iblic/private dilanrna.

The crisis of

alienatioo is experienced on different levels by different people, but
"Many

who handle it oore successfully than most have access to

institutions that mediate between the two spheres"

(ibid: 3) .

The

justif icatioo for such inst itutions is that they give private life a
measure

of

stability and "transfer meaning and values to the

rnegastructures" through allev iating each facet of the double crisis of
modern society .

Their strategic p:>sition derives fran their reducing

both the ananic precariousness of indiv idual existence in isolation
fran society and the threat of alienation to the p.iblic order.
"W ithout institut ionally rel iable processes of mediation, the p:>litical
order becomes

detached fran the values and realities of irrlividual

life" (ibid: 3) .
Mediation as solution to the al ienation crisis has been
prop:>sed at various times by scholars of "mass society" (Slater, 1970;
Toffler,

1971) .

Ra:i;:pap:>rt

and Associates

(1985: 16)

have even

established a program entitled GRCW, the p.1rp:>se of which is to create
frierrlship networks and a caring a rrl sharing corrnnunity enabling members
to enjoy meaningful lives by adopting varied roles and reSp:>nsibilities
in a canplex organization designed to create social niches for people .
" In a sense, GR:W becanes a mediating structure between the individual
menber and the larger corrnruni ty .

It changes the social ecology in

which the person ftmctions" (ibid) .

Such ooservations have been shared

by sociologists (Mulder and W ilson, 1978; Herberg, 1956; Lenski, 1963)
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as well as theologians (Wilrrore

and

Cone, 1980; King, Jr., 1958) all of

whan have argued that such mediating institutions not only have the
capacity to stem feelings of alienation, but also enable transforrnative
action.
The Berger-Neuhaus abstract theoretical roodel can ai;:propriately
be sham to be relevant to a concrete situation - the fc1T1ily farm
crisis - schematically, thus:
1. Abstract theoretical model (Berger-Neuhaus perspective) :
Megastructures➔Mediating institutions-�lt>nalienation-➔
Coping behavior.
2. Application of m:::>del:
A.

Political am econanic structures-➔Farrn crisis-➔
Alienation-➔Withdrawn and Maladaptive behavior .

B.

Political and econanic structures-➔Mediation through
churches-➔lt>nalienatio�Positive coping behavior.

The key question p:>sed by the theoretical framework, then, is:
the church, in fact, mediate in the crisis experienced
farmers, reducing alienation,

and

by

Does

family

enhancing p:>sitive coping behavior?

Concepts
Certain concepts in this theoretical model
need to be clarified.
than

others,

but

and

its application

sane of the concepts are evidently rrore crucial
the

folla-1ing,

in particular, need careful

clarification as to their usage in the study: mediating institutions,
family farm, church, alienation,

and

transforrnative action.
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It nust be fX)inted out that while it
dictionary-type definitions
will,

may

be fX>Ssible to give

to some of the concepts, others can, and

only be defined o�rationally.

Conceptual

definitions nar.r

follar.r .

Mediating Institutions

sane of the earlier theoretical work on pluralism and on mass

society suggested a range of mediating institutions (see, for example,
Dubos, 1965;

Freud, 1953;

Toffler, 1971;

RappafX)rt and Associates,

'lb.ls, this is not a new concept in the theoretical literature

1985) .

and has been around for a long time.

What is new is "the systematic

effort to translate it into s�cific IXIblic fX)licies" (Berger and
Neuhaus, 1981:2) .
This concept is be st understood in the sense used by Berger and
Neuhaus in their work.

.According to then, rredi ating institutions are

" • • • those institutions standing between the individual in his private
life and

the large institutions of µiblic l:i.fe" (ibid) .

This same

understanding of mediating institutions is held by Ra�fX)rt and
Associates

referred

to

earlier,

according to whan,

mediating

insti tutions create friendship networks and a caring and sharing
camnunity, enabling menbers

to enj oy rreaningful lives

by

adopting

varied roles and responsibilities in a canplex organization .

In a

sense, such an institution becomes "a mediating structure between the
individual menber and the larger corranunity" (ibid: 16) .
Even though Berger and Neuhaus have limited their attention to
just four of such institutions - neighborhood, family, church, and
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voltmtary
praninently

associations - for

the sole reason that these figure

in the lives of roost Americans,

the list of such

institutions could be exteooed to include i:ersonal frieooshii:s, clubs,
and

even, gang associations.
For the p..iqose of this study, the focus is mainly on the

church, with careful attention, of course,

to

the ooviously canplicated

proolem of interaction effect between one institution and others in the
mediating process.

Exce{X: for an insignificant minority, as the

intervie.w with the clergy Wicated, roost church leaders appear

to

extremely conscious of the church's resp:>nsibility in this regard.

be
It

is the conviction of roost ministers that " • • • as pastors, we cannot
stand by while thousands of fann fc1T1ilies caught in the present erisis
lose their hanes, their land, their way of life" {Our Sundey Visitor,
May 26, 1985:17) .
Family Fann
It has been remarked by Bram (1977: 7)

that the P'.)l itical

history of rural America is permeated by a basic P'.)larization between
two conce{X:s of agriculture.
than family held)

Q1e is represented by corP'.)rate (other

agribusiness;

the other

by

the fcll\ily farm.

The

attrib..Ited consequences of the corporate rosiness is that it generates
serious

long-term costs to society (Merrill, 1976) , lcwers nutritional

quality in food (Lappe, 1975) , pranotes inefficient and destructive use
of our agricultural resources (La� and Collins, 1977) ,

aoo

encourages

the rise of vertically integrated food monoP'.)lies (Hightower, 1975) .
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Strange (1984: 9) refers to corp:,rate agribusiness as the "myth"
which assumes that farms and ranches should be organized on a µirely
inci.Istrial

nodel :

perpetually

large,

indebted,

concentrated markets,

few in number,

highly
and

capital-intensive and

special ized

with

controlled

am

technologically oriented toward the rigorous

division and eventual elimination of ht.nnan labor.
In contrast to corp:,rate,
family farm as snall

and

non-family farm, the concep: of

moderate-sized American fanily farm is an idea

derived fran the Jeffersonian ideal of democracy founded on a class of
Ideally, the family farm is opp:>sed to the corp:,rate

lamed citizens.

agribusiness ideology which is profit motivated
as

canmodities

(Brawn,

1977: 7) •

Agricultural Census Bureau
" • • • any

(Vol.

am

views food and land

According to the South Dakota
1.,

1982: 5) ,

the fanily farm is

place fran which $1,000 or more of agricultural products were

sold during the census year. "
The 1985 Farm Pol.icy Reform Act, further, defines family farms
as

decentralized interpersonal units,

integrated food conglanerates
basis for fanily farm

may

and

as opp:>sed to centralized

giant farm combines.

The concep:ual

be found in E. F. Scht.nnacher ' s (1973) book,

Small Is Beautiful: Econanics as if People Mattered .

By associating

the family farm concept with Scht.nnachers ' long-term efficiency, Brawn
(1977: 14)
over

argues that it places a priority on ht.nnan needs and values

productivity

per se (emphasis,

original) ,

and condemns the

self-destructive tendency of industrial corp:,rate agribusiness which
const.nnes the resource base on which it has been built.

Thus, family
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farming means the

irnplanentation of "agricultural methods that are

biologically sound arrl replenish soil fertility, while producing stable
caranunities arrl nourishing food" (ibid) .

It is agricultural technology

designed with a h.Irnan face or, in Schumacher's :Etlrase, a replacement of
the technology of mass production with the technology of production by

the masses.
Church
To

organized

speak of
systan

the church is to call attention to p.irposely
of religious

statuses,

articulated norms,

arrl

scheduled activities.

The concept of church is very closely associated

with that of religion.

The inq;x:>rtant distinction lies in the fact that

while there can be religious practice without a church, as in the case
of isolated religious practices among primitive communities, there can
be no concercualization of church without the practice of religion.
Emile Durkheim

(1965: 62)

seaned to have captured the relationship

between church arrl religion in his definition of religion as " • • • a
unified systan of beliefs, and practices which unite into one single
moral community called a church, all those who adhere to than. "
Conceived of as a formally established corporate unit, centered
around a sacrarnentally based systan of offices arrl their ocx::up:3.nts,
"the church possesses a sociological nature that is distinctive arrl
visible"
in

(Vallier, 1970:16) .

its rnanbership criteria,

sectarian,
what Marty

cultural,

Defined in this study as universalistic
the concept excludes

arrl humanistic assoc iations .

all forms of

Thus, it involves

(1981) calls "the p.iblic church, " which includes "the old
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mainline Protestant churches,

the Catholic church,

and significant

sectors of the evangelical churches. "
The church,

then,

is characterized by a formal structure

develo� to organize and cerordinate larger numbers of rnanbers
(Aguirre and Alston,

1971: 171) .

.Among other

includes those elanents identified
beliefs,

by

things,

the concept

Keith A. Rd:>erts (1984:43) as

rroral values of the group, the cognitive perspective

by

which

the experiences of life are vie.,,,ed as part of a larger and ultimately
meaningful

cosnology,

and a systan of syrrbols which serve to

encai:sulate the deepest feelings and anotion-pac ked beliefs.
In the cotmty tmder study, the follc:Ming are the churches, the
members of which
Baptist,

Methodist,

made

up the survey sample:

the Assembly of

God,

Catholic, Lutheran,

and the United Church of

Christ.

Alienation

Not

infrequently, sociologists,

psychologists,

and social

psychologists have used the concept of alienation interchangeably with
the Durkheimian concept of ananie.

Although alienation and anomie are

closely related in the sense that both are concerned with, and result
fran,

the discrepaocy between socially awroved norms and goals in the

social systan

(Merton,

1957: 162) ,

each is concerned with sane.,,,hat

different sets of social factors that contribute to its developnent.
Lukes

(in

Rosenberg

Durkheim's concept of ananie,

and

Tur�r,

1981: 529) argues that

like Marx's alienation, involves the

relationship between social Fhenanena and

individual states of mind.
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The incongruities between the two coooitions "have been variously
teDT1ed alienation by Marx, ananie

by

Durkheim,

and

more recently social

stress" (ibid:556) •
.About thirty years ago, <Mynne Nettler ooserved the p:>tential
for social scientists to create a confusion in the use of the two
concepts arrl warned:
Alienation arrl anomie are undoubtedly related;
at least it is difficult to conceive of any
notable degree of ananie that would not result in
alienation, but this seens p:>or reason for
confusing the t:1,.10. ?<or should the concepts be
equated as they so often are, with personal
disorganization defined as interpersonal conflict,
personal goallessness, or lack of internal coherence,
arrl which is used synonyrrously with i:sychop:1thology.
(Nettler, 1957: 672)
Durkheim

with wh:m the concept of ananie is frequently

associated in classical social science,

in his study of suicide

behavior, conceived of ananie as a condition in society, a state of
normlessness or confusion of norms in the culture (Durkheim, 1951: 256 ) ,
while alienation has to

do

with the i:sychological state of the

individual (Nettler, 1957: 671) . According to Durkheim, "the state of
crisis arrl ananie is constant and, so to speak, normal.

Fran top to

bottom of the ladder, greed is aroused without knc:Ming where to find
ultimate foothold.
pleasures,
knc:Mn.
reverse.

. A thirst arises fran novelties, unfamiliar

nameless sensations,
Henceforth

"

one

has

all of which lose their savor once
no strength to eooure the least

(Durkheim, 1951: 256) .
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To

rather
to

understand alienation in the same sense is to irnp:>se a

restrictive use of the term as it is done

whose

conce�ualization,

by

Merton, occording

alienation embraces only the three

dimensions

of normlessness,

isolation,

1957: 162) .

'Ibis limited ai:plication would also corresp:md to Rd::>ert M.

and

powerlessness

(Merton,

Ma.elver ' s definition of ananie as "the breakdown of the individual ' s
sense of attachment to society" (Maclver, 1950:89) .
Much of the research literature, h<Mever, has favored a broader
conce�ion of alienation.
classic

statement

dimensions

of

meaning lessness,

of

ff)

the conce� as embracing

normlessness,
and

"empirical cluster
(1968: 3'Zl

Melvin Seanan, for example, has offered a

also

or

p:,werlessness,

self-estrangement

the
social

(Seeman,

five social
isolation,

1959: 783) .

'lhe

alienation syndrane" described by Keniston

includes all of the above variants.

sane of the

difference in vie.wp:>int in terms of the social dimensions of alienation
is either a direct function of methodological differences or a matter
of :p1ilosophy of science and of theory.
In a later work

by

Seeman (1975) , a sixth dimension - cultural

isolation - has been added which the present writer has left out mainly
because it ooscures, rather than clarifies, the meaning of the original
five dimensions; arrl also because
the idea of
isolation

and

cultural

it a�ars sanewhat redundant since

isolation is already

normlessness.

captured

under social
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This study,
and

therefore, follC1ws the direction taken

by

Seanan

views alienation under Seenan's original (1959: 783-790) comp:>nents

of:
that is, the expectancy or prcbability held

pcMerlessness:

by

the individual that his C1wn behavior cannot determine the occurence of
the outcanes, or reinforcements, he seeks.
meaninglessness:

that is, when the individual is lll'lclear as to

what he ought to believe - when the individual's minimal starxlards for
clarity in decisiorrrnaking are not met.
normlessness:

that is,

when there is a high expectancy that

socially tmai:prwed behaviors are required to achieve given goals.
social isolation:

that is, the experience of those who assign

1C7w reward values to goals or beliefs that are typically highly valued
in the society.
that is,

(This is to be distinguished fran social interaction,

the reaction of people to others on the basis of their

interpretation

and

definition of the syntx>lic meaning of the actions of

others ).
self-estrangement:

that is, alienation seen as the degree of

dependeoce of the given behavior upon anticipated future rewards, that
is, up:,n rewards that lie outside the activity itself.

In these terms,

the worker who works merely for his salary, the housewife who cooks
simply to get it <:Ner with, or the other-directed type who acts "only
for its effect on others" - all these, at different levels, are
instances of self-estrangement.
major concern (Marx, 1971).

This aspect of alienation was Marx's
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Transformative Action

This is a rather difficult concept to define since what can be

considered transformative action can be very relative and dependent
up:m the actor ' s t0int of view.
considered
disruptive
as

transformative
and

intended

action

unconstructive
in

this

Stealing and armed-robbery

by

by

the thief,

w ill

be

be

but considered

the rest of the society.

research

may

captured

The meaning
better by

operationalization than by definition.
As used here, the concept of transformative action refers to
that action in which the actor retains personal control of the
situation,

the

result of which is considered constructive arrl

t0sitively effective to either the actor, or to the society, or to
both.

It is a productive activity through which the actor is able both

to develop his c:Mn personal IX)Wer and to change nature so as to make it
more facilitative of greater human developnent.

In other words, it is

a tX)sitive coping behavior.
Guy

Gran

(1983 :2) sees transformative action as that type of

action in which humans exercise "the maximum practical control that is
• CNer those goods and processes necessary for

socially feasible.

meeting basic human needs

and

security.

'Ihrough transformative action,

the actor participates in, and controls as many elanents of the project
initiation, design, operation,
thus,

that

is,

in

and

evaluation as tX)Ssible. " Considered

terms of actor-action relationship,

"such

transformative action might be evidenced in seemingly small ways, such
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as.

• .solving a community problem, or .

• . in fact, making a history"

(Hess, 1985:16) •
Transforrnative act ion can be seen as a d irect result of
goverrmental
1985 : 15)

i:ol icies

of emp::Merment

(Ra�EX)rt and Associates,

and decentralization (Berger and Neuhaus, 1981 : 39) •

Th rough

the rnechanisn of emp::Me rment, people are able to gain control CNer
their c1tm lives.
interpersonal,

"Such

control

and spiritual,

may

as well as psychological, dimensioos"

(Ra�EX)rt and Associates, 1985 : 15) .
evident

in

a

context

involve EX)litical, econanic,

where

Transforrnative action is highly
service del ivering agencies and

professionals refrain fran their roles of rnanip..ll.ators and learn to
collaborate arrl develop trust among the people in their cwn settings,
"where the researcher is guest rather than host,

and where the

bereficiaries of the setting are those woo make the decisioos" (ibid) .
Transforrnative action involves the idea of freedcrn built into
it,

for freedan means

"the full developnent and expression of our

essential capabilities and talents; it involves our gereral ability to
make the best of ourselves and to knCM,
worthwhile"

(Ewens,

1984 : 3) .

do, and enj oy in life what is

With freedom comes p::Mer, and p::Mer

involves being in control, both in the sense of having the OPfX)rtunity
to live our lives in ways we want to and in the sense of being able to
take actions that will affect the demands being placed ui:on us by our
fc1t1ilies,
society.

schools,

workplaces,

and by other

institutions

in our

SJch freedcrn which is characteristic of transforrnative act ion

can be said to

involve

"openress to experience, self-confidence,
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sincerity,

integration,

ability to love, and democratic character

structure" (ibid: 5) .
Seen, then, as effective
transforrnative
relationship to,

action
and

and

includes

coping behavior, freely executed,

a

significant

change in one's

direct participation in, caranunity

and

political

activities (Heffernan, 1982: 340) .

Research Hyp?theses

The intent here is to examine the fit between the substantive

theory proposed by Berger

and

Neuhaus

experienced by a sample of family farmers,

and
and

the ernpirical reality
in this sense, pr01Tide

groonding for the theory (Glaser and Strauss, 1967: 238) .
Consequently, the follawing propositions arrl hyp:>theses are
implied by the theoretical framework examined earlier,
focus

and

serve to

direct the investigation:

Proposition One:
the

and

The church serves a mediating role between

private lives of people and IOOdern econanic arrl political

structures;
Proposition '!Wo:

Participation in church organizations and

their programs enables people to engage in transforrnative action and
coping behavior in times of econanic crisis;
Proposition Three:

Church involvement

serves as a hedge

against alienation .
Fran these propositions, the follawing hyp:>theses are derived
for examination:
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i.

Farmers involved with church programs also participate

more in ccrnmunity affairs ;
ii .

Farmers

involved with church programs also give

evidence of m::>re fOSitive coping behavior in their day-to-day lives;
iii.

Farmers who participate in church progrclllS experience

less alienation than
programs.

do

farmers who do not participate in such
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<liAPI'ER

'lliREE

R E,VIEW CF THE LITERATURE

Introd,lction

Three sets of literature are considered relevant to this study:

literature on religion

and

social life;

the sense used in the study ;

and

literature on alienation in

literature on transformative action.

F,eligion and Social Life

Fran a sociological �rspective, religion can

functional or dysfunctional,

that is,

be

the functional

seen either as
and

conflict

�rs�ctives,

the two dcxninant schools in the sociological literature.

Accordingly,

a brief CJl/ervia,,, is given of both, with greater attention

given to its functional role, the direction to which the theoretical
frama,,,ork :EX>ints.
The practical nature of this study further suggests that
literature

be

revia,,,ed on the role of religion in social life.

The Functional view of F,eligion

Both the founders of sociology and the classical sociologists

of religion have, without doubt,

made

such great contributions in this

area that their insights can hardly
hcwever,

be

passed over. The aim here,

is not to attempt a ccxnprehensive discussion of all the

contributors to this area frcxn the time that the sociology of religion
came of age CNer two centuries ago,

but to iooicate the literature,
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theoretical

and

research, that have made outstanding contributions to

the area.
Fran the time of its infancy about two centuries ago , sane of
the founders of sociology, people like Auguste Cante (1798-1857) , as
well as his influential master , Frerx::h econanist
De

and

philosopher, Henri

Saint-Simon (1760-1825) , considered social organization as incapable

of existence without the binding p:1,ver of some sort of spiritual ethos .
Both these men strongly argued that the true religion is a religion of
unity which realizes the fundamental harmony of groups arrl individuals.
In so far as

the role of religion is concerned,

both Cante arrl

Saint-Simon maintained that it must be a religion of hl.nnanity because
it is meant to fulfill, primarily a social role (Gollin , 1969-70: 7) .
Other nineteenth

and

early twentieth century sociologists

followed very closely along the r:ath mai;:ped out by their predecessors.
For such rencMned figures like Pierre-Joseph Proudhon (1809-1865) and
Emile

Durkheim

(1858-1917) , whether religious

institutions were

conceptualized as ends in thenselves, or simply as means to an end,
there was a shared assumption concerning the fundamental uni ty
integrity of a religious group.

and

Proudhoo's ambivalence may have seen

the i:ossibility of religion creating false images of unity, but he also
conceded that the function of religion was "to cement the foundations
of society" (Gollin, 1969: 8) .
Sanetimes the relation of the individual to the spiritual world
became a highly disp..ited issue among the early sociologists , but when
it came to the specific analysis of the role of religion in social
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change,

there was little disagreement.

particularly,
essential

Proudhon,

Cante,

saint-Sim:m,

crlvocated a doctrine that

interdeperrlence

and

underscored the

of religious ideas with

econanic and

p:>litical factors (ibid) .
In what, today,

has

becane a highly controversial debate among

so-called functionalists and conflict theorists of the sociology of
religion,

Max

both mentor

Weber (1864-1920) , the German sociologist, has energed as

and

In his

ideological Irodel for the functional school.
famous Protestant Ethic and the Spirit of Capital ism,

while presenting a convincingly strong case for the energence of
capitalisn in Western culture, Weber again

and

again returned to renind

his readers of the p.iq:ose for his writing,

which

he

said was also

" • • • to clarify the p:1rt which religious forces have played in forming
the developing web of our specifically worldly culture, in the canplex
interaction of innumerable different historical forces"
1968: 128) .

Talcott

Parsons, an interpreter of Weber's thought, also

confirmed this to be true of Weber.
community, Weber sees it as

S<J!-N

and

the like "

(Max

In reference to the religious

"an aspect of the organization of the

society in functional respects,
kinship

(Zeitlin,

Weber,

notably the p:>litical,
1963:xxxvi) .

a relation between religious ideas

and

but also of

In this sense, Weber
commibnents arrl other

aspects of human conduct, especially the econanic characteristics of
human conduct within a society.
Weber's functionalist perspective on religion found a parallel
counterpart in a French contenp:>rary, Emile Durkheim.

It is more than
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obvious what Durkheim had in mind when he said of religion, "c'est
la vie serieuse"

de

(religion is a serious way of life) , an aspect of

society that should be reckoned with.

In The Elenent.ar;y Forms of

Religious Life. Durkheim argued that the basic categories of hlnTlan
thought - cause, time, space,
developed religion.
of

thought

have

and

so on - first emerged after people

'Illus, in an ultimate sense, science
anerged

fran religion

(Turner

and
and

all forms
Beeghley,

1981: 360-361) , the cornerstone of all thought, including scientific

ana

thought

reasoning.

'Illus, Durkheim

functions in the society:
beliefs about the sacred
in cults

ana

sa-,,

religion as performing two

to regulate hlnTlan needs

and

actions through

to attach people through ritual activities

to the collective.

"Moreover, the 100lding of such basic

mental categories as cause, time,

ana

sp:ice by religious beliefs

and

cults functions to give people a canrnon view of the world, thus
facilitating their interaction arrl organization" (ibid) .
In the wake of a renewed controver5Y over the role of religion
in the society, contanp:>rary functionalists have faithfully follc:Med in
the foot-steps of
ar91.nT1ent
individual

their mentors.

that religion is

ana

They

have been consistent in the

the society's tool for solving both

group problans.

Thus, in an attanpt to create

categories of specific conditions of life which might have their
answers in the religious insti tution, O'Dea (1966) , for example, went
on to identify three such conditions, one of which is the problern of
allocating scarce resources in some fashion that is seen as just to the
manbers of the society.
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CX1 a similar note, Chalfant and Associates (1981: 45) have also
concluded that the chief function of religion has been its ability to
achieve a successful molding of the

individual rnanbers

and

groups of

the society into a whole which can function effectively to solve the
basic problens of the maintenance of society.
!X)Sition,

In deferrling this

these writers have !X)inted out that since religion prwides

irrlividuals

and

groups with the sense that the 'beyond' is also

concerned with the meaningfulness of life, it can also prwide SUIJEX)rt,
consolation,

and reconciliation for the events of their lives.

sanetimes the suf!X)rt and comfort which may be prwided

by

religious

beliefs and participation may be spiritual, other times, ?'lYSical
(ibid) .
David Mcberg (1965: 3) albeit noting a few negative aspects of
religion,

strongly

It gives the person or group status, prw ides social

socialization.
fellC7Nship,

an?1asized that the church is an agent of

pranotes

social solidarity, stabilizes society; it is an

agent of social control, pranotes !X)sitive reforms

and

welfare, and is

'Ille integrative function of religion is clearly evident

philanthropic.

in these areas,

says

w.

'lb. JanzC7N (1965: 15) ,

adding that "it is a

general function of religion to interpret the IX>litical, econanic, and
class systens of the society

and

thus prwide moral meaning to a social

structure which otherwise might seen to
full of sound

and

Religion

be

a 'tale told

by

an idiot,

fury, signifying nothing. '"
has

also been seen as having a !X)Sitive i;a,,erful

influence on individual character and action .

That was the view!X)int
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of Too:;Iuev ille in his study of American democracy who, while fully
aware of,

and

actually encouraged, the separation of church

and

state,

also recognized that religion functions to su�rt the m:>res that make
democracy p:>ssible.

"The main business of religion, " T�uev ille said,

"is to p..1rify, control,

and

restrain that exce ssive

and

exclusive taste

for well-being so canmon among Americans " (T�ueville 1969: 292) .
is reminiscent of what
of American religion.
and

Ann

This

Douglas has described as the "feminization "

Religion, like the fclllily,

acceIX:ance in an otherwise harsh

and

is a place of love

ccmpetitive society (Douglas,

1977) •
These functions and others such as its security-providing role
in

and technology,

dominance of science

overwhelming

the

its

p:;ychological orientation against the unpredictable natural forces in
the world,

have for years been recognized by prcminent contemp:>rary

sociologists such as Gerald Lenski (1961) , Will Herbe rg (195 6 ) ,

and

Thanas F. Hoult (1958) .
In addition to the above which are, for
theoretical,

the 100st part,

scme empirical research has been conducted and has

reinforced the functional perspective.
history and dynamics of

(1960) study of the

the three religious caranunities in America

received great attention frcm both
sociological circle.

Herberg's
within,

and

outside of,

the

In this study Herberg concluded that membership

in a religious conrnunity help:; the individual to resolve the "problem
of self-identification

and

self-location, the problem expressed in the

question, 'What am I? ' " (Herberg, 1960:12) . Greeley (1972:108) later
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parafilrased

Herberg's

idea by stating that America's religious

corranunities help their manbers "define who they are and where they
staoo in a large

and

complex society."

provides a wey of sociability

aoo

In Herberg' s view, religion

belonging , t:ltlo imp::>rtant aspects of

American life.
In a study of religious canmunities among Black Americans , it
has been observed that the concerns of the black churches were not
confined to worship services .

In a similar vein, Frazier (1974: 28)

wrote that the efforts of free blacks to create and maintain "mutual
aid societies and cooi:eration for econanic welfare •

• • including

efforts to acquire an education, were generally tied up with their
black churches."
Although the focus of anpirical studies by sociologists

and

social anthrop::>logists during the early 1930s was on worship services
and

other aspects of the formal organization of black religion ,

nevertheless, it is p::>ssible to glean some information and insight fran
these early studies concerning the relationship between black religion
and

the processes of self-identification and self-location of blacks in

the rural South under Jim Cr0t1 segregation.
Associates

According to Davis

and

(1941 : 414) , the rural black church gained its strength not

chiefly from the sui:ernatural sanctions clained for it

by

its dogma ,

but rather from the social bonds it established among its participants.
Mays and Nicholson (1933 : 270ff) also note that the social booos
so praninent in black religiosity provided the black church something
that gave it life

aoo

vitality, making it stand out significantly above
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its buildings,
"

creeds,

rituals,

. in the definitions

by

and

doctrines.

In other words,

blacks of their identity

within their cwn am the larger American society,

aoo location

the role which

religion played did not stan fran pranises of rewards or threats of
µmishrnent in the sweet-by-am-by after death; it
congregation's

role

(Winter, 1977 : 275) .

as

a

center

of

stemmed fran the

social

solidarity"

In this sense, the black congregation was seen

both by blacks as well as sane outsiders as serving a variety of
functions.
An

often ci ted study with a ftmctional view of religion is

Gerhard Lenski's (1961) The Detroit Area Study in which

he

identified

the kind of attachment of church manbers to their churches as ccrnmunal
involvanent.

The ftmctional view is also typical of Mathews (1913) ,

Yinger (1970) , stark and Bainbridge (1985) , and Shriver (1966) .
In sum,

the Berger-Neuhaus thesis which claims that religion

serves as a mediating institution in the society by integrating
individuals into the otherwise 01Terwhelrning am 01Terpowering structures
of the society, is consistent with functional perspectives on religion.
The next section examines the oPfX)site :EX)Sition to this thesis.
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The Conflict cpysfunctional) View of Religion
'lhe glory and functional utility of religion

has

always been

sung alongside its ev ils and socially incap:tci tating p:>tentials. While
functionalist sociological theory of religion places great enfilasis on
religion' s integrative functions in society,
perspective are also

busy

prop:>nents of the latter

trying to uncover the unhealthy consequences

of religion and to dispel the idea of

its p:>sitive influence on the

p.iblic scene.
If the functionalist perspective can be described in aey sense
as that which sees the p..irp:>se of religion in society as an integrating
one, the conflict perspective is best seen in terms of the segmenting
effects of religion.
that

In order to do justice to the differing opinions

today attenµ: to critically examine the sociological implications

of religion,

this section will present sane of

outcomes of religion identified
The image of

by

conflict theorists.

Karl Marx often canes to mind the rocrnent the

conflict perspective is evoked.
and,

the debilitating

in fact, unfortunate.

This is an unwarranted association

Just hCM rruch Marx's interest in religion

is an expression of a general theory of a universal filenanenon is an
open question.
On

concern was

a closer examination,

it soon becanes clear that Marx's

very contextually specific and far more minimal than is

generally conceded.

Indeed, in order to do justice to both Marx aoo

the specific area of sociology of religion, it must constantly be kept
in mind that Marx sought only to relate Protestantism in nineteenth
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century Western Europe to the developnent of industr ial capitalism
(Winter ,

1973:33;

argument can

Chalfant

be made

and

Associates, 1985) .

While a similar

in relation to other theorists , it holds more true

for Marx than for others.

Therefore, any explanat ion given by Marx of

the cause of rel igioo can only be seen in terms of that cne part icular
system of beliefs.
Marx 's contribut ion to the sociology of religion is enormous
and extremely valuable , being one of the earliest

and

often most cited

documentations of the dysfunct ions of the rel igious phenanenon for the
social syst em.

In Marx's analysis, religion is seen p.1rely as a burden

placed on humanity - a burden which w ill be lifted as man's true nature
is

established.

In considering religion as at best

"illusory

happiness , " Marx was attempting to emi:tiasize "the self-alienating
consequences of religious

ideolog ies "

(Gollin,

1969-70:10) .

As an

alienating factor , Marx stressed that religion serves, primarily, only
as the opium of the people (Marx

and

Engels , 1964:42) .

'Ille key i:oint

in Marx's argument then is that rel igion prevents the developnent of
real, as OW)sed to false, class consciousness .
A long tradition in Western thought
Christianity
beginning,
Stark,

viewed religion, and

in particular, as a haven for the dispossessed.

the special sal ience of

disaW)inted

has

and

1965:185) ,

Fran its

the Christian faith for those

frustrated in this world has been remarked (Glock
and

and

modern histor ians of the early church agree that

it had great appeal and support among the deprived classes in the Ranan
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world - the slaves,

the p:>or, and the subject peoples (Troeltsch,

1931) .
This conception of religion,

as functioning to assuage the

suffering of those near the bottom of the social hierarchy, Glock arrl
Stark

(1965) say, provided a ready solution for social theorists w ho

first

p:>rrlered the role of religion in society arrl the reasons for

variation in religious involvanent.
to the analyses of Weber

(Gerth

Such an interpretation was central
arrl Mills, 1958) and Nietzsche

(1927: 617ff), and particularly, Marx who thought of religion as a
pain-killer for frustration and deprivation that interfered with true
class

consciousness (Glock arrl Stark, 1965).

A similar view was also

expressed by Kingsley Davis (1948: 532) according to whan a man's faith
in the next life increased in prop:>rtion to the degree of his
disar:p:>intment in this 1 ife.
In a more direct way, the Berger-Neuhaus thesis in particular,
arrl

the

challenged,

functional

perspective in general,

have been heavily

especially on the assumption that religion serves an

integrating function in the society.

Such criticisms have been based

on the problans resulting fran a p..irely functional interpretation of
religion.
In contrast to the functional line of
strongly argued
terms,

to

thought, it has been

(Eister, 1957) that it is difficult, in practical

retain the viewp:>int that religion is primarily an

integrating force in contanp:>rary scene.
" • • • the interpretation is hard to accept for

In Eister's estimation,
any

society where there
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is a high degree of SI)=Cialization and functional autonany anong
or where religion itself is organized on a basis which

institutions,

tolerates a variety of fAths" (ibid:387) .
According to this line of thought, conflict theorists maintain
a strong negative attitude tc,..,a.rd religion since, in their analysis, it
jeopardizes individual gra,,;rth and maturity
to external and group norms.

by

insisting on conformity

In an interesting st udy, Chesen (1972)

fotn1d that there is a p::>sitive relationship between authoritarian
religious practices
warned that "
anxious,

and

emotional instability, while Rokeach (1973: 173)

• • I)=ople with formal

religious affiliation are more

• • arrl complain more often of working under great tension

than nonbelievers." The implications of these studies are antithetical
to those suggested by Berger arrl Neuhaus.
The suppression of revolutionary trerrls
change in the society

has

that could encourage

also been observed to be a function of

religious ioooctrination. Disfavored groups in the society, conflict
theorists argue,

are often indoctrinated into either accepting their

condition as it

is, because it is divinely ordained, or to ho?= for

their a,,;rn share in the hereafter.

In his analysis of the role of the

Catholic Church in the Latin American modernization process, Ivan
Vallier

(1970-156)

observed that

conservative fixture
those in p::>wer.

and

the church has

ranained a central

an outright deferrler of the status quo by

He argued that:

Catholicism, and Ranan Catholicism rrore specifically,
anerges as a religious systan that blocks, restrains,
and otherwise handicaps a country ' s capacities to
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generate arrl institutionalize modernizing forces. By
virtue of its conce�ions of religious accomplishment,
its sacramental procedures for restoring religious
confidence, its assent to fixed orders of hierarchical
calling, arrl its teroency to both devalue the world arrl
to separate ethics fran mass religiousity, Ranan
Catholicism inclines men tc:Mard a passive acceptance of
the status quo • • • Certain specific doctrines arrl
beliefs also lero µ:>sitive value to behaviors that work
against socioeconomic change • • •
This :i;:erspective leads to the conclusion that Ranan Catholicism
is not only incapable of generating rncx3ern outlooks but actually
functions as a major deterrent.

Modernizing elites are thereby faced

with the problan of either eliminating Catholicism, through µ:>litical
force or by cutting its financial arrl legal lifelines, or isolating its
leaders arrl militants fran the major secular SfX'}eres.

Q1 such basis,

the claim by functionalists that religion brings about change has been
so vehanently rep.idiated.

'Ibere is the irony, though, that while sane

modernizing elites criticize religion for eroorsing the status quo,
others find it favorable to their interests - breeding a large, docile
µ:>p.ilus.

.According to Freire, the so-called modernizing elites who

find the status quo favorable to their interests deliberately create "a
false vie.w of God, to whan the masses frantically transfer the
responsibility for their oppressed state " (Freire, 1970: 163) . Vallier
(1970: 43-68)

found this teroency to be true in his analysis of Latin

American modernization forces.
In
theorists

contrast

to the functionalists, efforts by conflict

are often directed tc:Mard demonstrating that religion

:i;:er:i;:etuates the status quo, glorifies the establishment,

and

inhibits
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social change.

/tccording to Boughey

(1978:22-23) , one of the critics

of the functional vieW of religion, institutionalized religion is, and
always has been, a counterrevolutionary force in human society because
the demands

and

as econcmic

the struggles of the masses for concrete benefits, such

and

social justice and freedcm frcm dcmination

by

others,

have traditionally been met with offers of spiritual reWards instead.
In his analysis of religion as being both emotionally tmhealthy
and

socially unproductive,

:i;:ointing out that:
rnainl ine

does not always encourage indep:!rrlent

1981) ,

and

that religion is often dysfunctional in

Similar arguments have been crlvanced by a good many

theorists (cf. Berry
�uire,

and

I would maintain that indep:!rrlent thinking is :p3.rt

of being a mature person
this respect . "

(1984: 75) has been insistent in

"The fact remains that religion, including many

dencminations,

critical thinking.

Roberts

many

and

Tischler, 1978; Bel th, 1979; Wilson, 1978; and

of whcm have also added that social

and

econcmic

discrimination have often been justified on religious grounds (Beth,
1979) ,

and that

national conflicts can hardly be understood without

reference to ethnic and class

issues as well as religious ones

(Md;uire, 1981:166-179) .
Another critical question often debated by conflict theorists
is h0n1 nuch religious organizations are ca:p:ible of influencing human
conduct.

The consensus of religious critics has been that the ethical

aims of religious organizations usually are not consistent with the
conventional aims of society and its institutions.

And, in order to be

free frcm the basic conflict that exists between religious interest and
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worldly society, religious organizations have often adopted a policy of
withdrawal in order to save its menbers fran the "wicked world"
(lbttingham, 1954: 57) .

And even in those instances where it engages in

a policy of active involvement, the religious organization is often
found to be

ineffective because of internal problans - problans of

I,X>licy and of government,

of leadership and ambition,

amassing of wealth, its use, distribution,

A Bridging Perspective

In dealing with

society,

sane

and

and

of the

control (ibid) .

this problem of the relation of religion to

sociologists have maintained a middle-of-the-road

position because of the complexity of
religion in mind,

the issue. Without even having

it had long been demonstrated that conflict

and

functional theories need not be mutually exclusive, and that the
balances of harmony versus dissonance,

and

of value consensus versus

interest-group coercion will vacy fran one society to another (Roberts,
1984) •

'!his "happy mean" philosofily has been the I,X>Sition of Chalfant

and Associates, who, a short while ago,

argued that religion

has

the

ability to mold individual rnenbers and groups of the society into a
coherent whole, and prO'Jide spiritual as well as material sul?F()rt,

and

later claimed that religion often plays the role of institutionalizing
imnaturity

and

develops in its adherents de�ndence upon religious

beliefs,

religious institutions, and religious leaders rather than an

ability

to

assume

individual responsibility and self-direction

(Chalfant and Associates, 1981:51; Roberts, 1984 : 75) .
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Fran the conflict r,oint of vie.v,

then, religion does not play

any r,ositive role in the society contrary to what the functionalists,
and Berger

and

The

Neuhaus in particular, suggest in their work.

section that follONs examines sane of the research

literature and recent findings in the area of religion and its
relationship to social life.

Religion and Social Life

Like the theoretical work on the role of religion in society,

there are contrasting opinions concerning the practical function of
religion in social life.

1'\Jch as there is an abundance of evidence in

SufPQrt of the functional utility of religion in social life, there are
substantial findings as well r,ointing to the contrary.
in SUfPQrt of,

Research work

as well as those challenging, the social function of

religion are presented in the follONing pages.
Photiadis and Schnabel ( 1977) have examined sane of the reasons
that

have

contributed to the greater persistence of religious

fundamentalisn in �lachia than in the rest of the United States.
According to then, this religious perspective persists bcause it forms
a buffer for the rural and lON incane residents of the Appalachians who
feel alienated because of dislocations that have taken place in that
region in the last fe.v decades.
Similarly,

the social and functional aspect of religion was

recognized in a study which focused primarily on Native American
religion. By way of alerting the general µ.iblic to the ever-increasing
prd:>len

of

marginality

between the individual rnenbers of the
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reservation and the larger systen, Vernon and Jesser (1959: 58) stated
that the ind ividual who vacillates between these two value systens is
likely to search for sane sources of meaning in group-apprOITed and
recognition-giving activities, such as are available in marginal
religions.
Elizabeth

s. Groosrnith's

(1981)

ethnographic study gives

insightful highlights on the role of the church among the Lakota of the
Rosebud.
church

She observed that the relationship between the Lakota and the
is a " paradoxical one, for the church was both an aggressor in

attenpting to ' civilize' the Indians, and,

at the same time, the only

group continuously offering aid and hope during a period of rapid
econanic change"

(Grobsrnith,

ibid:82) .

She noted that the church ' s

efforts created a quarter century of change that had more drastic
consequences on

Indian culture than

Indian-White contact.
conversion,
facilities

the
and

period in the history of

Although their intention

may

have been religious

Catholic Church set up schools and child-care

programs, counsel ing services which the people consulted

freely diring periods of
thenselves,

any

fanilial stress.

the church is an integral

and

"For the Indian people
irnp:>rtant insti tution in

Lakota society" ( ibid: 86) •
In an exclusively functional analysis, one could hardly mention
the success of the Civil Rights M01Tenent of the 1960s without at the
same time recognizing the enormous

part

played by religion, nor

understand the history of the American Blacks without, inseparably,
dealing with religious issues.

The Revererrl Martin Luther King, Jr. ,
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leader and advocate of black consciousness in the Civil Rights
Mo.rernent, not only utilized religion as an instrument of social change,
but

actually thought of religion in terms of its role as a spiritual

and social institution.

Although the role of black religion in the

Civil Rights era can also be interpreted negatively, as shall be seen
it was Dr. King's finn conviction and constant plea that the

shortly,

Christian Church must deal with the whole man, not only with his soul,
but

also with his body.

King strongly OPfOsed any religious system
the spiritual needs of the

that p..ir:EX)rts to serve, exclusively,
manbers,

and declared that it was his conviction that "any religion
to be concerned about the souls of men and is not

which professes

concerned about the social and econanic conditions that scar the soul,
is a spiritually rroribund religion only waiting for
buried:

A religion that ends with the individual,

(1958: 72) .

ems, "

the day to be
said Dr. King

'Ihe part played by sane black preachers like Dermark Vesey

and Nat Turner and other religiously inspired abolitionists in actively
fighting slavery has been seen as a credit to black religiosity
(Thanpson, 1965) •
(1963) findings in his Detroit area study is nothing

Lenski's
other
Herberg
their

than a reconfirmation of the conclusion already reached by Will
(1956)

who found that Americans are turning increasingly to

religious

groups,

especially

the three major faiths -

Catholicism, Protestantism, and Judaism - for the satisfaction of their
need for cornrn.mal identification

and

belongingness.

"In brief, the

specialization and compartmentalization inherent in the urban way of
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life drive men to transform their religious groups fran narrc:M,
�cial ized associations into groups which are roore communal in
character" (Lenski, 1963: 11) .
However, m:xlern secularization theories have also noted that as
a result of recent scientific breakthroughs and declining belief in the
supernatural,

religious

faith is actually losing grounds, and this

irevitably leads to a decline in church rnanbership (Wallace, 196 6) .
This trend has been cbserved
that "

by

the u. s. Catholic BishoFS who remark

• • in much of the industrialized world, religious practice has

declined for many of the same reasons it has in the United Sates" CQur.
SUnday Visitor,

May

19, 1985: 3), while enall fundamentalist sects are

making inroads, often at the expense of rnainline religions.

This

continuous decline in church membership in the industrialized nations
pranpted one Lutheran

Synod

to begin demographic studies "in an effort

to search for a solution to reverse the trend" (WatertCMn Public
F.ditorial, May 1, 1985) •

(&>inion.

for example,
the

past

The 1985 u. s. Catholic statistics,

shav that church membership has decreased
year

(Catholic Bulletin.

Jl.Il1e

2-8,

by

106,891 in

1985: 32) •

These

contrasting views hardly allav for a definitive assessment of the role
of religion in social life.
More recent studies of contem:rorary minority religious groups
have,

in varying degrees, emphasized the integrative effects of their

belief systems for their adherents.
Robbin

and

Dick Anthony's

(1972)

Qitstanding among these are Thanas
article on Meher Baba follc:Mers,

Francine Daner's (1975) analysis of Krishna Consciousness Devotees, and
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James

Richardson's

research on the Jesus

Movernent participants

(Sociological IDJuicy. Winter, 1985) •
The role of the church in fighting social evils like oi;:pression
and discrimination are constantly cited
(ibid)

has said that:

by

functionalists.

Thanpson

"It was fran the church experience that many

black leaders were exposed to a broad range of ideas legitimizing
protest

and

obtained

the

savoir

faire, self-confidence, and

organizational experience needed to challenge an oppressive system."
McManus (1961) also roted the part played by Catholic Bishops in racial
South Africa where the Bishops condemned the practice of racial
segregation as irnnoral and tmjust.

In the light of these arguments,

the functionalist s maintain that although there is a terrlency to
denigrate and neglect religious institutions in contemp:>rary society,
they

play a major role in the society and can have high accornodative

do

p:>tentials for their folla.vers.

This, too,

is the main thrust of the

Berger and Neuhaus argument.
On

the other hand, one can also cite numerous literature on the

other side of the coin.

The conservatizing effect of religion on race

protest was observed by Gunnar Myrdal and Associates
observed

that

frustration was

before and after

mentioned, Booker
sleeping giant.
wet. "

the American Civil War,

sublimated into emotionalism,

fixed on the after world.

(1944) who
Negro

and

their ho:i;es were

Ch the Civil Rights

Mo.,ernent already

(1964: 111) indicated that "the Negro church is a
In civil rights participation its feet are hardly

The conservative aoo generally passive attitude of the black
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church during the civil rights were also brought to the fore
Essien-Udan (1962),

according to whan "

by

• the Negro church is

particularly culpable for its general lack of concern for the 100ral

and

social problans of the caranunity • • • the Negro church remains a refuge,
and esca� fran the cruel realities of the here and now" (ibid:358).
Gary T. Marx (1971) has assessed that the role of the church
during the Civil Rights was totally negative because slave trade,
racial segregation and discrimination, and the conveyance of low status
to the blacks, were all justified on the grounds of religion.

Even

after the Civil Rights, the exact role of the black church in social
matters still remained highly contrO\/ersial.

While for sane, the

i m:p:>rtance of the black church lay in its ability to give the black
�ople

a

sense

of

"sanebodyness, "

and

an

op:p:>rtunity for

self-expression and freedan (Cone, 1969: 112), for others, the black
church and its ministers were a failure in addressing the needs of the
black �ople (Drake and Cayton, 1962).

Similarly, the South African

Dutch Reformed churches o�nly display a general lack of charity in
racial South Africa
admit

any

by

enforcing "Apartheid" :p:>licies, and refusing to

native to their services (Leonard, 1963: 216).

T. B. Maston
antisocial

The studies of

(1959) and Frank Loescher (1948) all testify to the

practice

of segregation in the churches,

making no

contributions to the solution of the racial problem, but rather
retaining

and

enforcing the status quo.

Much has been written on the role played by religion in
or:pressing minority groups, particularly, wanen.

The 100st obvious is
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the case of Iran, where under the dictates of the Ayatollah Khaneini,
wanen's freedan
m::>rality.

has

been severely curtailed in the name of religion

and

In Pakistan there are anti-wcmen regulations including

denying wcmen the

right to vote, or giving the fanale vote half the

value of a male one; denying them the right to drive cars (as in Saudi
Arabia) ; the death i;enalty for prostitution holds only for wanen, not
for the customer (Carroll, 1983:248) .

'Ille exclusion of wanen fran the

hierarchy and toi;rranking J:X>Sitions in some Christian churches does not
reflect

much of

justice in practice

and

the

equality of all human

beings.
The oppression of minority groups, in general, and wanen, in
:i;articular, in the church raises many questions concerning the level of
fairness and social justice that one can actually real ize in the
churches .

Paolo Freire

expresses this concern by suggesting that

religion must assume a revolutionary vision, and "Being revolutionary
implies

struggling against oppression

liberation

and

idealistically.

freedan
In their

of

and

exploitation,

the oppressed,

concretely

for the
and

not

(Christians') ar:prenticeship they finally

realize that it is not sufficient to give lip service to the idea that
men and wanen are human beings if nothing is done ooj ectively to help
than experience what it means to be i;ersons" (emµiasis, original.
Freire, 1985: 128) .
In alm::>st
marginals,

every religion, wanen have always been social

ranked with the J:X>Or and J:X:Merless .

"Regularly, they have

had station, not among the learned arrl revered, but among the 'simple
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faithful, ' and sanetirnes the black l iberation theologians call the
wanen's

liberation

1979: 160-161) .

movement

a

racist

diversion"

(Cannody,

Cardinal Joseph Ratzinger, head of The Congregation for

the Doctr ine of the Faith in the Vatican, in a book p..iblished earlier
this year, criticized what he called a "feminist mental ity" among U. S.
nuns,

an " incriminating o�ning to the world," arrl "a progressive

process of decadence" in the church (Catholic Bulletin, September 22,
1985: 24) .

Ha.,;ever, in his recamrerrlations to the forth-coming Syncx:l of

Cathol ic Bishops in Rane,

l'bvember 25-Decernber 8

James Malone of Youngsta.,;n, Ohio,

has

this year, Bishop

called for a structural change

concerning the role of wanen in the church , asking for "an exparrled
role for wanen,

lay and religious ,

leadership" (Catholic Bulletin, ibid: 24) .

in church pol icy-making and

It has been noted that the church, rather than serve as a
mediating

institution

identif ies
society.

for the oppressed and helpless ,

actually

w ith the oppressive and al ienating megastructures of
'Ib is happens , according to the swiss theologian,

when the church loses s ight of
"churchy"

(Kung,

external

church practices,

administration,

1961: 23) .

It

Hans

Kung,

its l iberating v ision, and become
is there that piety gives wey to

the care of souls to ecclesiast ical

and the Po�s and B ishops to bureaucracy.

It is then

that the church "involves herself w ith sane :particular econanic or
social systern, w ith sane fonn of government or :pattern of society or of
thought,
(ibid: 22) .

w ith a nation or a class or a :particular line of :rol itics"
When this happens , the church takes sides , not w ith the
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oppressed

and

alienated, but w ith the cwre ssor.

Incidentally, Kung

was later barred by the Vatican fran teach ing theology because of his
"unJ:Op.tlar v is,,,s. "
The failure of the church as a mediating inst itut ion l ies
precisely in the fact that the church "is unquest ionably allied to the
rul ing classes, whether or not it is aware of this" (Freire, 1985: 132) .
By improving

its bureaucracy so that it can be more efficient, it

replaces empirical means by technical processes, "Its former charity
centers directed

by

lay persons. •

directed by soc ial workers.

. become knc�m as corranuni ty centers

And the men

and

knc�m by their am names are today rn.nnbers

wanen who were prev iously

in a card index, . . . they

are not corranitted to the owressed but to the p:,wer elite" ( ibid: 135) .
In this s ituation,

the church can be no more utopian, prophetic, or

f illed w ith hope than are the ruling classes to which it is allied,
thus

becoming

"only

an

al ienated and al ienating abstraction"

( ibid: 1Z7) •
Given this kind of ideological attitude in the church, and in
it increasingly diff icult to buy

religion in general, one would f ind
the funct ional ist
significant
Freire ' s

notion that the church does contr ibute to any

degree to modernization,

( ibid:135)

J:OSition that

since

it tends to reinforce

"the church ' s pilgrimage toward

modernization never gets translated into h istor ic involvement w ith the
oppressed people
liberation. "

in any real sense that leads toward that people ' s
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Conflict

soc iologists

are

very

rruch

together

in this

But l ike Rd:>erts (1984) said, there is no doubt that, like

conclusion.

all other systems in the soc iety, the religious inst itut ion can, and
occasionally

generate

does,

contradict ions;

internal

the conflict and dissension generated

channelled,

by

if well

religion can also

lead to meaningful soc ial change.

Alienation
The concept of alienation is used very broadly in the social
sciences, often w ith theoretical, methodological, and empirical aspects
1971: 40-41) .

(Neider,

The

result

is

"that al ienat ion means

pc:Merlessness (to Seenan and those who use his measurements); it refers
to a complex of

isolation, despair and pc:Merlessness (to Srole and

those woo utilize his scale) ; and it is

defined as a cogn ition that

IX)liticians don't care about people and cannot be trusted (by Thanpson
and Horton and by Aberbach) " (Schwartz, 1973:7) .
(1960:110)

Clc:Mard and Ohlin

who use the term to characterize a process of w ithdrawal of

attr ibut ions of legitimacy fran established social norms, attribute
such social

isolat ion to failure to "make the grade." When this

happens, the result

is the vict im's subscript ion to one of three

delirquent subcultures, criminal, conflict, or retreatist subculture
(ib id: 20-27) •
In awlying the term to refer to the frustration that results
when the rules are clear, but the indiv idual feels left out of the
soc ial matrix, Rd:>erts (1984: 187-8) notes

that the frustrat ion arises
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precisely because the individual perceives the oorms to be foreign, and
that the institutions sean beyond one's meaningful participation.
Alienation can also be ooserved in the p::>litical sµ1ere as a
re5p::>nse to mass p::>litics. Political alienation often is the result of
a type of "projective p::>litics in which a segment of the p::>p..uation,
lacking a sense of p:,wer and of meaningful relationship to existing
p:>litical elites
frustration,

and

and

processes,

and

usually characterized by anxieties,

despair, utilizes p:>litical issues

vent its discomfort.

In other words,

and

the discontented

candidates to
and

alienated

may at times turn p::>litics into a µ1obic sector into which they inject
their awn personal discomforts" (Halebsky, 1976: 57 -58) .
Working within the framework of Seenan's five variations of the
conce�,

Olsen (in Schwartz, 1973: 7) defines alienation as an attitude

of separation or estrangement between oneself and sane sal ient aS{:ect
of the social environment.

Recent studies have sha.•m that law

socioeconanic status is a major contributing factor to the feeling of
alienation.

McClosky and Schaar (1979) also indicated that the results

of studies on alienation
same:
(SES)

and

social p::>sitions are nearly always the

hawever alienation is defined, hc:Mever the soci�econanic status
measure

relationship

is

between

constructed,
alienation

there is a significant inverse
and

social status.

This is a

consistent ooservation with Berger and Neuhaus ' thesis that p::>or pe�ple
are less able to resist encroachment of megastructures (Berger
Neuhaus, 1981: 77) .

and
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Sociologists
(1961: 753-758) ,

arrl

such

as

Jackson

Seanan

(1959: 783-791) ,

(1965: 141-154)

Dean

all testify to the

increasing evidence of alienation in the United States during the 1950s
and

196Os.

Shore and Massirna

(196 8: 19)

said that alienation "is

present in suoorbia as well as the inner city; in affluence as well as
p:>verty; in majority groops as well as minority groups; in the
conformist as well as the hippie. " H™ever, in Zakikhani's (1981: 10)
study of rural youth in South Dakota in 1981, there was little evidence
of alienation.
What is really of great importance in these studies is that the
great majority of them relate alienation to socioeconanic status.

For

conflict theorists of religion, instead, the causal element is religion
and its institutions.

such is the p:>sition of Eister (1957: 387) who

conterrls that religion can never serve an integrative function, or
Boughey

(197 8: 22-23)

who sees religion as inhibiting social change
By attributing to religion

because of its anti-revolutionary doctrine.

the p:>tential to inhibit critical thinking,

Roberts

(1984: 75) is

actually saying that religion alienates the individual, arrl thereby
confirming Marx's position on the issue,

that is,

alienates the individual fran both himself

society.

and

that religion

'Ille p:>int that religion and its institutions actually alienate
the individual was sufficiently stressed by the "anti-establishment"
literature of the late 1960s
made by

them

and

the early 1970s.

'Ille case has been

Paolo Freire (1985: 136) that "the rrodernizing churches alienate

(the menbers) • • • by deferrling the reforms that maintain the
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status

quo." The church's conservative position simply gives no roan

for progress because,

often, it only gives the impression of iroving

while actually standing still. "They create the illusion of marching

en

on while really stabilizing thenselves" (ibid) .

a similar note,

Ivan Vallier (1970:156) also made the cbservation that: "By virtue of
the church's conceptions of religious accomplishments, •

• • and its

assent to fixed orders of hierarchical calling • • • the church inclines
men tC1"1ard a passive acceptance of the status quo . "
of the spectrum,

"

On

the other side

. for a generation or more,

the religious

intellectuals deriving fran the mainline Protestant churches have
becane more isolated f ran the general culture" (Bellah

and

Associates,

1985:238) .
Alienation studies such as those by Nettler (1957:670�77) ,
Srole (1958: 709-716) ,

and

those of Seenan

and

Dean referred to earlier,

are epitanized by the well-knC1"1n study by Meier
and

and

Bell who see anania

alienation as also having serious socio-econanic implications.

In

their study on the cause or causes of anania, they state that:
The evidence argues fairly consistently that in
American society anania results when individuals
lack access to means for the achievement of life
goals. &!ch lack of opportunity follC1"1s largely
as a result of the individual ' s position in the
social structure as determined by such factors as
type of occupation • • • the type and amount of
association in both formal organizations and in
informal groups of friends, work associates,
neighbors, and relatives • • •
(Bell

and

Meier, 1959:190)

The above literature suggests multiple causal factors in
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relation to alienation.
situation

confronted

Al.so,
b,y

in relation to the type of erisis

the family farmer, the literature is

suggestive, not only of the cause, but also of the consequence in the
day-to-day life situation of those woo are the victims.

In terms of

its cause, it is generally seen as due to the non-person oriented
rnegastructures of the "large econanic conglanerates of capitalist
enterprise, big labor, and the grc:Ming bureaucracies that administer
wide sectors of the society, such as in education arrl the organized
(Berger arrl Neuhaus, 1981 : 2) ; or, b,y the diversified

professions"

interest-seeking
(Brc:Mn, 1977: 9)

"corporations that establish dominant positions"
at the expense of snall rosiness .

such corporations

are insensitive to real human needs, according to Brcwn.
noted

(in

Brcwn) ,

investigation

has

As Hightower

<Ner 95% of the time spent in scienti fic
been devoted to technological as opp::>sed to

people-oriented research.
As for the political consequences of alienation, Schwartz
0973:3) , Alrrond (1945) , La-,rey (1962) , Ransford (1968) , and a host of
others have agreed that on the individual level, alienation is found to
be significantly associated with a wide range of in'portant political
attitudes arrl behaviors, including revolutionary activities, inn<Native
reformisn,

rioting,

nonvoting arrl protest voting, and negative

attitudes tc:Mard political ct>j ects,
Halebsky ' s
be true.

such as government organizations.

(197 6 :57) study referred to earlier also confirmed this to
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With the use of personal intervie,,s to determine the farmers'
involvanent in the formal and informal

activities of the cannunity,

with special aniilasis on the level of alienation fran am/or the level
of integration into the cooununity, Heffernan (1972: 348-361) sh0wed that
there is a relationship between the type of farm Ownership and
operation and involvanent in the social activities of the local
camnunity

(Dillman and

Hoobs, 1982:340) .

Similarly,

he also sh0wed

that "virtually all the fanners studied had suffered depression during
the transition, with 50 percent of men and 69 percent of wanen still
Recent news accounts indicate that heavy majorities

experiencing it.

also rep:>rted 'feelings of worthlessness, ' 'great changes in rnooos' and
'sleeping and eating proolans '"

(Brookings Daily �ister,

May 7,

1985: 12) .
Thus,

sane of the scholarly and much of the pop.llar literature

indicates that feelings of alienation arise fran conditions similar to
those experienced

by

many family farmers and have important behavioral

implications.
Transfonnative Action
The difficulty involved in trying to define the concept of
transforrnative action was p:>inted out earlier.
involves and its
description.

implication will therefore be captured here

11<:Mever,

by

Imp:>rtant as it is, surprisingly, not as much work is

done in this area as one would expect.
area,

'lbe notion of what it

'fue fa,, studies done in this

have addressed the question in a manner that displays

both scholarship and clarity.
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An earlier renark is worth repeating at this point, that is,
that alienation and transformative action are very much connected.
presence of one involves the absence of the other.

The

Paolo Freire (1970)

has argued very convincingly that the 1 ink between the two is very
strong .

Any action - in fact, activity - which is not the result of

the ccmbination of personal i;:ower and a sense of control is what he
calls

"animal activity" because it occurs without a praxis.

such

an

action can be described as non-creative, in contrast to 'human'
activity which is ooth creative and transformative.
contrast between creative
Freire
as

In expressing the

(human) arrl non-creative (animal) action,

(ibid: 91) states that only men 'are' praxis - the praxis which,

the reflection

and

action which truly transform reality, is the

source of knc:Mledge and creation.
Paolo

Freire's

(1985: 69-70)

nost recent }?Jblication has

developed in great detail what makes an action transformative action.
In Freire's words:
Behaviorisn also fails to comprehend the dialectic of
man-world relationships. Under the form called
mechanistic behaviorisn, men are negated because they are
seen as machines. The second form, logical behaviorism,
also negates men, since it affinns that men's
consciousness is "merely an abstraction. " The process
of conscientization cannot be founded upon any of these
defective explanations of man-world relationships.
Conscientization is viable only because men's
consciousness, although conditioned, can recognize that
it is corrlitioned. '!be 'critical ' dimension of
consciousness accounts for the goals men assign to
their transforming acts upon the world. Because they
are able to have goals, rnen alone are capable of
entertaining the result of their action even before
initiating the proposed action.
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What Freire is suggesting here is that in order for human act
to

be

considered transforrnative, it must have a goal which, in turn

presuRX)ses a dimension of consciousness.

For such act, reflection and

personal freedom are presupi;x:>sed, otherwise it is little different fran
the instinct-controlled acts of the lawer animals.
Transforrnative

action is evident in the empc,.,1erment and

self-help ai;:proaches to developnent advocated in the late 70s
80s.

am early

When people help themselves - join together with others who have

similar prd::>lerns to deal with their prd::>lerns, whether they

be

mental

health prd::>lerns or neighborhood prd::>lerns - they feel empc,.,1ered; they
are able to control sane aspect of their lives.

This help is not given

to them fran the outside, fran an expert, a professional, a p::>litician.
The latter forms of help have the danger of building deperrlency - the
direct ORX)site of empc,.,1erment (Riessman, 1985:2-5) .

'Ibis dimension of

personal freedan involved in transformative action is seen by Ewens
(1984:5) as facilitating the grawth process.
A

sense of what is meant by transformative action

entails can

be

am

what it

gained fran sane of the literature on developnent.

Although concerned with what he called participatory developnent as the
ideal form of developnent,

Guy

Gran also recognized the absolute need

for transformative action by citizens before developnent can occur.
Gran sees transforrnative action as being able to create econanic
citizens, people able

am willing

to enhance their awn livelihood

controlling the basic decisions that affect their lives.

by

"It is not

measured by gains in material welfare • • • it includes such elements as
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the enhancement of self-reliance arrl self-directed learning.
(Gran,

1 983:107) .

"

hnong the many :EX)sitive outcanes of self-reliant

activity identified by Gran as typical of transformative action, are
more cani:atibility with local conditions and ecology, m:>re diversity,
less alienation and less outside manip.tl.ation and dependency ( ibid:23) .
The
underscored

issue

of

transformative

action and alienation is

by the enormous amount of literature suggesting alienating

forces in rural America .

It has been observed that one of the major

contributors to the demise of the family farm in rural America is the
rise of vertically integrated cor:EX)rate agribusiness
Greene,

1976;

Jorgensen, 1978) .

(Kotz, 1976:

'!he J1¥th of scale and ' bigness' has

been challenged praninently by Scht.nnacher

(1973) as a primary proolem

which leads to impersonal, insensitive, and alienating forms of social
As Brcwn (1977:14) further :EX)inted out, people can only

organization.

be thanselves in small-scale units.

Small-scale organization is the

major and primary goal of mediating institutions.
Non-transformative action on the other hand,
action/activity

involved in

'organization man. '
personhood.

by

is that type of

what William H. Whyte refers to as the

Such an individual has lost both personality and

"The scientific management people,

such as Taylor, were

primarily interested in getting ' th ings' done, and their concern with
the employee was with those aspects that contributed to this - such as
his ability to distinguish distance, or the dexterity of his hands "
(Whyte,

1969: 160).

In contrast to this, the way to success in an

organization or corranunity deperrls U:EX)n being aware that most of the
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decisions that affect one's destiny are
one's job and cararunity,

rnooe

by

oneself, being part of

and being able to contribute effectively.

Such action is tranforrnative.
The notion of transforrnative action in reference to rural
caranunities is well ca}?t.ured in Walter Goldschmidt's (197 8a) classic
study on the social effects of different types of agricultural
The conclusion sha.ved Dinuba (a canrnunity characterized

by

family farms) to rank higher than Arvin (a cornm.mity characterized

by

structures.

large farms) on a number of measures, including family incane, level of
1iving,

social

institutions,
process

and

Ihysical

amenities,

social and religious

and the degree of local control CNer the µ>litical

(Dillman and Hobbs, 1982: 339).

'Ihus, agriculture structure is

related to transforrnative action.
In yet another study of the Goldschmidt tradition, 130 tc:Mns in
the San Joaqin Valley of California were compared, and it was found
that "the snaller-scale farming areas terrl to offer more to local
caranunities than their larger counterparts"
involvement of

(ibid). The high-level

local residents µ>inted out in these studies are

evidence of transforrnative action .

Conclusions fran the Literature
In sum,

the above literature revie.w µ>ints out:

First, that

there are contrasting vie.vs on the role of religion in social life.
The

functional

integrative

�rspective

suggests that religion �rforrns an

function in society, while the conflict �rs�tive

conterrls that religion causes alienation by inhibiting creativity and
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maturity,

and by legitimating oppressive structures.

Second, the

literature suggests that the lack of integration into the social system
caused

by

the econanic and political rnegastructures of the society

leads to alienation which, in turn, manifests itself in a m.nnber of
behavioral terms.

'lhird, the literature indicates that in order for

transforrnative action to occur,

there has to be a canbination, by

actor, of a sense of control and personal �er.
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OiAPI'ER FOUR
ME'IBCIX)LOOY AND S'lUDY DESIGN

Introduction

�thodologically,

this

is

an ethnographic,

case study,

incor:EX)rating statistical as well as qualitative procedures for data
analysis.

Quantitative statistical procedures are used functionally,

that is,

in so far as these serve to check relationships between

critical variables .
'!his chapter is organized as follaws:
and

sampling

methodology; pop.tl.ation

technique; units of analysis; variables;

research

instrument; and data analysis.

?-EtbodolQ<iN

This case

study employs both

qualitative and quantitative

research methods for data collection and

analysis.

Data gathering

methods rely heavily on in-depth intervie.ws and direct ooservation.
The intervie.w method is used here along with direct ooservation in
order to secure the be nefit of both.

Three concerns prwide the

rationale for selecting this methodology.
First,

direct ooservation has the advantage of prwiding a

close and searching description of the details of everyday life of the
individuals under study.

By this method,

the natural environment is

itself the direct source of data and is, therefore, able to expose the
proolern fran the farmers' points of vie.w.
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Second, being concerned with those facets of everyday life that
are unique to iroividuals
Loflarrls

(1984:14)

and

to specific kinds of setting - what the

call "arnorEi'lous social experiences"

- intensive

intervie.w along with limited direct ooservation proves most felicitous.
'lliird,

the sensitive nature of the questions addressed - that

is, farmers' econanic well-being, participation in religious and social
groups and programs,

and coping behavior,

are oost awropriately

addressed through intensive intervie.ws.
Pop,Jlation

aoo Sampling Techru.Que

Family farmers in one rural county in South Dakota are the
p:>µilation for this research.

'll:le choice of locale is part of a

broader concern for the econanic crisis that has plagued farmers in
general in the Midwestern states.

'lliese fanners share many of the same

proolens as other farmers in the state as well as in other farming
areas of the Midwest.

'll:le farmers in this study are ranchers, grain

producers, and dairy farmers.
Time, energy, and farmer availability make it impractical to
intervie.w each and every farmer in the county .

Stratified :p.1rp:>sive

sampling is employed for the selection of farmers for this research.
Thirty farmers were chosen for the study, fran across the count y such
that three scx::io-econanic categories - stable,
were evenly represented.

unstable, critical -

'll:lis classification was made by officials of

a leooing institution which serves farmers in this county.
econanic categories, which were

based

The three

on farmers ' actual financial
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staooing with the agency, are suggestive of d:>jective crisis conditions
among these fanners.
Further,

fifteen of the farmers, i. e. ,

fifty percent of the

sample, were also classified as regular church menbers aoo, the rest ,
not.
the

The office record was used for both of these µirposes.

'lwo of

fifteen non-church farmers refused aW)introent ra:iuests for

interviev aoo the agency was again contacted for names of two other
non-church farmers chosen fran the same area aoo same soci�econanic
categories to canplete the sample.
The intensive nature of the interviSY ,

along with direct

observation, rrakes it necessary to limit the sample size to thirty
farmers.
(ibid. )

such sample size is necessary because, as the Loflands
suggest ,

it pr01Jides a manageable number given the intensive

interviev strategy used aoo the time frame of ten to twelve weeks
devoted to the interviev process, a period during which farmers were,
generally, likely to be off the fields arrl available for the interviev.

Units of Analysis

'!be farmers arrl their self-reported feelings aoo experiences

are the maj or analytical focus of the study.
in the survey, farmers must

be

To

qualify for inclusion

currently in the farming operation. The

categorization criteria noted above are believed to be cojective arrl
serve the µirpose of preclassification before the actual interviev in
relation to crisis conditions.
The

categorization criterion employed was the individual

farmers' credit record.

The record was able to furnish information on
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those farmers woose credit standings were regular, and timely, those
who never rna:Je it in time to settle their credit, and those who were
currently in heavy, long-standing debt. kcordingly, those classified
as stable were rnenbers of the first group, those in the unstable class
belonged to the secooo,

and those in the critical category, to the

third.

Variables and Procedures

The Berger-Neuhaus theoretical roodel has suggested that the

church as an institution mediates between the individual and the
econanic and political rnegastructures of society by stemming feel ings
of

alienation.

lldditionally,

coomunity

studies

suggest that

alienation,

or lack thereof, can be observed in terms of behavioral

responses.

Methodologically,

both roodels have been canbined and

represented schanatically for the p..1rpose of analysis (see page 18) .
When the question,
alienation

among

family

does church rnenbership reduce levels of
farmers in erisis,

predetermined socio-econanic status

is addressed,

(stable, unstable,

the

critical) of

farmers serves the p..1rpose of control while the foll™ ing variables are
treated as inde:r;endent variables:
in church programs.

church rnenbership

and

participation

The availability of such programs were identified

in prior intervia,,, with clergy serving the county area (cf. Ap:r;endix
B) . The two inde:r;eooent variables are

based

upon farmers ' self-reports

(cf. items #30, #31, #32, and #35 of the intervie.w guide - Ap:r;eooix 'PJ .
In considering the above question,
de:r;endent variable.

alienation is treated as the
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Alienation is measured in terms of Seenan's five canEX)nents:
p:Merlessness, meaninglessness, social isolation, self-estrangement,
and

norrnlessness

(cf.

pages 25-26) •

'Ihe Srole scale for social

integration has been used to measure the five canponents of alienation,
each iten measuring one specific canEX)nent.

This researcher has

suwlenented these itens with five others fran Dean's scale (Miller,
1970: 323)

that measure similar aspects to ensure greater validity.

Srale's scale has been used (M izruchi, 1960; Meier

and

Bell, 1959) to

measure, effectively, various aspects of social integration,

and

Dean ' s

scale has been used in research on alienation with young adults <Dean,
1961; Zakikhani, 1981) .
The Srole scale, as well as Dean ' s scale, are constructed with
the Likert-1:yfe response categories of

"strongly agree," "agree,"

"undecided, " "disagree," am "strongly disagree. " Srole has personally
eni;hasized that, on the basis of the itens therein included, this scale
measures self-to-others alienation (Srale, 1957: 670-677) .

These two

scales are widely used in the research literature on alienation.
When the
transforrnative

question:
action,

Does

lCM level of alienation enhance

is asked, alienation is

treated as the

indepement variable am transforrnative action is treated as the
dependent variable.
feelings

of

stress,

transforrnative action

Since the absence of freedan can result in
and

(pp.

freedan is a necessary canEX)nent of
60-65) , stress is considered here as the

antithesis of transforrnative action.

According to Ewens (1984: 24-25) ,

the nore people "accept the passive role

' irnfX)sed '

on then

and

work at
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storing their de:i;x:>sits, the rore they terrl simply to adapt to the world
as

presently

it

rather

exists

than developing the critical

consciousness necessary to transform it." When there is no involvement
of p..ir:i;x:>sive action, guided

by

intelligence, that serves to develop the

actor's abilities arrl :i;x:>tentials in his attempt to change arrl irnprOlle
the environment, the actor loses both his soul arrl identity (ibid: 149) .
In such circumstances, the actor simply O:[)=rates under stress .
for stress were adapted fran those items that

The measures

measure "worker's relation to his j ct>, his socio:i;x:>litical attitudes,
and

his attitudes te:Mard self

and

personal goals" in Kornhauser ' s

(1965, 293-317) study on Mental Health of the Industrial Worker.
itens corre5:EX>oo well with
:i;x:>p..ilar literature.

These

"syrrptans" noted among farmers in the

Along with considering stress as the antithesis of

transforrnative action, there were also other, rore direct measures of
transformative action (for example, 1#40, 42-44, 46, 48-49, 51-54, 60) ,
in other words, ha,., demonstratively active farmers have been in working
to transform their situation.
sane of the measures of transformative action lent themselves
to statistical

analysis.

For these measures, the items are coded 1

through 4 (cf. Ap:[)=ndix A - interview

guide),

and

an ordinal scale is

used, with a "lCM" score indicating a "high" level of involvement in
transforrnative action,
inverted.
law.

and

vice versa, except for item #86 which is

Thus, 1 is very high, 2 is high, 3 is law,

and

4 is very
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Each of the five items canprising the Srole scale, along with
the corres!X)nding items supplemented fran Dean's scale, is correlated
with the various dimensions of alienation and transformative action,
and

displayed with the use of matrices and

tables

for visual

insi;:.ection.

Research Instrument

The principal instnnnent employed in this research is the

interview guide used in interview ing the fanners. Great care was taken
to ensure that the questions do not suggest "right" or "wrong" answers,
and i;.articularly that the questions deal with issues with which farmers
are reasonably faniliar, "since experience has sha,m that i;:.eople terrl
to answer questions even if they know nothing about the matter,
pr011ided they can do so without obviously betraying their ignorance"
(Lenski, 1963:13) .
example, those

Sane of the questions were fairly standardized (for

questions indicative of feelings of alienation) to

insure cani;.arability of reSJX)nses, while others allowed for relative
freedan so that farmers could comment on their reSJX)nses, should they
so desire (cf. �rrlix A arrl Table 1 for interview guide and profile
of farmers, resi;:.ectively) .
The interview guide canprises a face sheet eliciting background
information on

farmer, age, marital status, early childhood, family

can!X)sition, education, and SJX)Use's occupation
Sane of the questions were oi;:.en-errled.
for

further probes

and

level of education.

'Ibis allowed for OPfOrtunities

into reasons and justification for

farmers'
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viewp:iints,

and

the o�rtunity for farmers to talk about their

experiences in their cwn words.
In order to pr01Jide a context as well as a deeper understanding
for the research, prior interviews were conducted with several of the
clergy serving the farm canrnunity of the county.

This was seen as

necessary because of the special significance of religious institutions
for this study.

Interviews with the clergy focused on issues such as:

clergy perception of farmers' 01Jerall condition, personal interest in
the farm crisis, identification of special programs (if

any)

offered by

church cannunity to assist farmers, and clergy perception of the future
of the farm industry in the corrarunity (cf. f\Wendix B - interview with
clergy) .
In order to insure clarity

and

pertinence of the questions, the

research instrument ( interview guide) was pretested with a farmer who
met the requiranents for inclusion in the study rut was not himself
i:art of the sample.

The one question that was considered rather

delicate and too sensitive because of the f inancial 01Jertones was
adjusted accordingly.

The length of time for the pretest of the

instrument was one hour and forty-five minutes,
average time for each interview.
in all interviews,

and

which was also the

Thereafter, the same wording was used

questions were asked in the same order to

further capitalize on the benefit of a careful selection of a
cross-section of the county farmers.
To further

add

to the context of the study

and

prOIJ ide greater

understanding to the responses given by farmers, information was also
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gathered through ooservation arrl participant observation at a farm
foreclosure event, two auction sales,

a meeting of local farmers in

and

Cbservations at these events

the county.

focused mainly on the kinds

of persons in atteooance, what is said at these events, the spontaneous
canrnents
situation.
are
the

made

farmers concerning the farm crisis,

and

their cwn

Fieldnotes were canpiled on these ooservations.

Attenpts

made

by

in the analysis to relate the data fran the various areas to

questions

F()sed,

arrl to provide sane verification of the

conclusions with ooservation data,

as suggested by Harrarersley arrl

Atkinson (1983:198- 200) .

Data Analysis
'Iwo

statistical

kinds of data analysis are used in this research:

and

nonstatistical.

The statistical procedure enployed is

the Fisher Exact Prd:>ability test.
technique for analyzing data,

This is a useful nonp:trarnetric

naninal or ordinal, when the two

independent samples are snall in size, and fall into one or the other
of two mutually exclusive classes, as in the present study. When used
with snall samples, the Fisher test is able to determine whether the
two groups differ in the proF()rtion with which they fall into the two
classifications .

It also determines whether the two groups differ

significantly in the proF()rtion of relation to the measures of the
scores on the deperrlent variable.
It

is

felt that since this

study requires a test for

determining the significance of the difference between two independent
variables of a dichotanous attribute,

the Fisher test

is the 100st
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awropriate.
sample

Furthermore, the nature of the variables

and

size of the

both preclude the use of rrore so:Ehisticated statistical

techniques,

as well as the rrost camoon statistical procedures for

oon:p:irarnetirc data,

like the chi-a:iuare .

The Fisher test

has

the

additional advantage of making no assumptions about the sloi:e of the
:p:irameter distributions.

The 100st generally acceptable level of
For the Fisher test,

significance is . OS.

the probability level is

doubled for a two-tailed test (Siegel, 1956:103).

Therefore, the level

of significance employed in testing the various hyIX)theses of the
present research is . 025.
The Fisher test,

lnlever,

has sane limitations.

cannot be used when N is in excess of 30.

First, it

Second, none of the totals

in the right-hand margin of the 2X2 contingency table must be larger
than 15.

This can IX)se an analytical prcblern in cases where

any

of the

cells is relatively snall, by allawing for the IX)ssibility of one of
the margin totals to exceed the maximum 15.

Finally, the significance

levels given in the Apperrlix Table are on the conservative side,
thereby increasing the chances for a � II error.

Unfortunately, use

of the chi-a:iuare in the study would be unreliable because of some
cells with frequencies of less than 5 (Siegel, 1956: 99-110), while on
the other hand, the :p:irametric assumptions of the t test preclude its
use in the analysis.

In spite of these limitations, the Fisher test is

seen as the rrost awropriate statistical tool for analyzing this set of
data.
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In
feasible,

addition to the use of statistical techniques where
the analysis is harxlled qualitatively. There are three main

can:EX)nents in the analysis of qualitative data {Loflams, 1984) : data
reduction, data display, arrl conclusion drawing. All three can:EX)nents
are employed in analyzing the data collected in both interview with
farmers and observation.
which

Statanents are abstracted fran the interviews

relate

to each of the major variables am hyp:>thesized

relationships,

that is, church rnanbership, feelings of alienation, and

transformative action. Data fran participant d:>servation are treated
similarly.
Data display includes presentations of the data generated both
fran observations am interviews with simple descriptive tables and
matrices so they can

be

visually examined

am

conclusions drawn.

In drawing the conclusions, attempts are made to relate both
the qualitative arrl quantitative data to the questions p:>sed, and to
provide sane verification of those conclusions with d:>servation data.
Maximum care is exercised in drawing conclusions in view of the sample
size and other limitations surrourrling a study of this nature.

Such

limitations are carefully spelled out in the final chapter of the
study.
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CBAPI'ER FIVE
ANALYSIS OF DATA

Introduction

The p.ir:EX)se of this research is three-fold:

to assess the

presence , or lack thereof, of alienation in a rural farm :EX)p.il.ation; to
assess the role of the church in helping reduce feelings of alienation;
and

to

determine

the

extent

to which church menbership arx:l

participation enhances i:;ersonal enp:,werrnen.t and transforrnative action.
Since the key question is, Does church manbership intervene in
the relationship between alienation and econanic well-being?, the
follCMing questions are considered pertinent to the stated p.irposes:
Cl)

Is there evidence of alienation in this rural farm :EX)p.il.ation? (2)

If so , who are alienated?

(3)

Hew is alienation associated with

econanic well-being and church membership and participation? (4) Is
church

membership associated with transformative action?

alienation associated with transforrnative action?
questions ,

along with related sub-questions involved,

(5)

Is

Each of these
is

examined in

the pages that follCM, with the use of contingency tables and
statistical analyses , where awropriate.
In response to these questions ,

the chapter is organized

according to the follCMing major headings: sane characteristics of the
sample;

alienation;

summary.

Each major heading is further divided into sub-headings.

coping behavior

and

transformative action; and

Table 1 pr01Jides a statistical profile of the fanners included
in this study.

The sample consisted of thirty male farmers residing
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Sane Cllaracteristics of

the Scmple
Table 1
Profile of Sllnple

raaner Profile

N

(I)

'n>tal

30

100

20 - 29

2

6.7

3 0 - 39

10

33 .3

40 - 49

8

26 .7

50 - 59

7

23.3

60 and over

3

10

Sane high school

l

3.3

17

56 .7

Sane college

7

23.3

College graduate

4

13.3

College work

l

3.3

19

63.3

O,mer/tenant

1

3.3

Tenant

6

20

Oiirer/sharecr�r

3

10

Partrership

1

3.3

1 - 9

2

6.7

High school graduate
F.dlc.atioo

Oiirer
FaD11 qieratioo

10 - 19
FaD11. experience (years)

Off-farm enployment

'n>tal 30

12

40

20 - 29

5

16.7

30 - 39

9

30

40 - 49

2

6.7

Yes

7

23.3

No

23

76.7

Percentages (1) in extrene ri<jit hand collJl\11.
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and farming in one county in South Dakota.

Most (86. 7%) of the farmers

were ranchers

(36.7%) , and dairy farmers

(23.3%) ,

grain producers

'.Ihe rest (13.3%) were both dairy farmers and grain producers.

(26.7%) .

They all live with their families on the farm itself and, oftentimes,
the hane is situated in the middle of the arable land.
The absolute

age of farmers was not considered but the nodal

age ranged fran 30 to 39.

'.Ihis canpares with the median age of farmers

in this county which was 37.3

am

Housing,

years in 1970 (South Dakota Pop..ilation,

Farm Census Facts, Bulletin .fill, 1973) aoo the average age

of 48.8 years in 1978

(South Dakota Pop..ilation,

Census Facts, Pop,tl,ation �te, 1983) .

Housing,

am

Farm

Church membership was a matter

of design, as was also the econanic condition of the farmers.
All but one
graduates,
three

am

(10%) ,

husbands.

(3.3%) of the farmers were at least high school

five (16. 7%) had college degrees.

With the exception of

farmers ' wives had the same amount of education as their

'.Iwenty-nine

(96. 7%)

of the farmers were married, with,

generally, three or four children each, except for two of them with six
and seven children respectively. Three of the farmers ' wives farmed
along with their husbarrls, nine were employed outside the hane,
rest

and

the

(58.6%) were identified as full-time house.-wives or, as sane said,

"employed by the family."
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Farming e)(perience
Nineteen

(63 . 3%)

of the farmers actually

farm, while six (20%) of than rent the larrl.
three

aoo

the larrl they

the ranaining five,

(10%) were both sharecror,pers arrl a,,rners, one (3.3%) both tenant

a,,rner,

Sixteen

Of

C1'1m

an1 one (3.3%) farmed in partnership with another farmer.

(69.6%)

of the farmers who a,,rn the farm reported that they

inherited the farm fran their parents, while seven (30.4%) reported
they p..1rchased it.

As for farming experience, all except four (13.3%)

have hcrl at least ten years of farming.

Nine (30%) of than have been

farming for at least the past thirty years. Generally, many of than
started farming vecy early in life along with their parents.
When asked

(1# 21-22 of the interview guide)

if they plan to

pass on the farm to their children, the farmers generally resporrled in
the affirrnative, and those whose children have already taken to other
life-styles often wished that their children had folla,,red in their
footsteps.

The attachment to the farm is so strong that sane of than

believe it would be a big shame for the farm to be snatched crway fran
the f crnily.
right na,,,

Che farmer said, "
but

• II!f family is in vecy good shape

I'm still working Jt¥self to death because I want to

preserve the farm for II!f children and It¥ children's children . " Fran
the responses to this question, one soon realizes that the farmers'
main preoccupation for the present family farrn crisis is not so much
with the deteriorating farm econany as the loss of a life-style.

This

attachment to the farm was reflected in farmers ' responses to questions
on satisfaction in living in the county (itan HS an1 6) .

Regardless
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of the '(X>Or farm econaey arrl the length of tirre of residerx:,e in the
cotmty, all of the farmers re:i;:orted being very satisfied living in the
Personal

cotmty.

freedan arrl being self-enployed were the two most

oomroon reasons given for such satisfaction.

Farmer perception of �neral econanic condition
Faoners were asked

Citan 123) what they think the U. s. faon

econaey will be within another year. This question was very inp:>rtant
because fa.rrners '

perceptions arrl attitudes with regard to the future

arrl goverrment :i;:olicy
alienation felt

by

as getting better.

may

farmers.

be a factor influencing the level of
Qtl.y two ( 6 . 7%) faoners

Both happened to be church members.

twenty-eight

(93 .3% ) ,

wel 1-being,

aweared

the situation
The ranaining

regardless of church manbership or econanic
Sixteen

pessimistic.

situation will get worse, while twelve
change.

S<:M

(40%)

( 53 .3%)

thought the

thought there will be no

'llle reason for such pessimistic outlook,

many

said, is that

the faon situation is not a priority issue on the gove rnment list.

Off-farm anployrrent
Table

2

Farmer off-farm anployrrent

Off-farm
employment

Stable

unstable

Yes

6 (60%)

0

1 (10%)

7 ( 23 .3%)

No

4

1 0 ( 100%)

9 ( 90% )

23 ( 76 .7%)

( 4 0% )

CritiraJ
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While no farmer in the econanically unstable category reported
having

any

off-farm anployment,

one notices a rather sizeable

difference in the frequeo:y of off-farm employment when farmers in the
two extreme categories of stable

aoo

critical are canpared.

Table 2

above sha,,,s that off-faDTI employment could be a factor differentiating
farmers in teDT1s of econanic well-being, since a secooo jd:> could mean
additional incane :

six (60%) of the farmers in the econanically stable

category have off-farm anployirent, while ooly one (10%) does so in the
critical category.

Of

the nine farmers' wives anployed outside the

hane, five (55.6%) are fran hanes where farmers ' econanic condition is
unstable, three

(33.3%)

fran the critical

aoo

one (11.1%) fran the

stable categories.
Five

(71.4%)

of the seven farmers hav ing off-farm employment

reported that a second j d:> became necessary only recently when the farm
crisis became 100re acute.

Until a ff!N years ago, they did not care for

a secooo j d:>, they said.

What was interesting among these faDT1ers was

that taking a second j d:> was not strictly financially 100tivated, but in
order to save the farm.
constantly said.

"I can't afford to sell the faDTI," they

It is also worth noting that instead of farming in

order to make a living, these farmers actually engage in a second job
in order to save the farm. For many, in fact all, of than, "farming is
not a business, it is a way of life." Said one farmer, " • • • the 100st
frustrating thing for me right na,,, is to have IT¥ wife go back to
teaching, just so we can keep the farm. "
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'!be nost terrible thing that can hawen to any of these farmers
is to be forced to sell out.

The atmosphere at a farm auct ion sale is

so pathetic and emotion-packed that one has the feeling of being at a
Just as at a fune ral, the entire arrangement and handling is

funeral.

done by saneone other than the farmer him.self, usually a f rieoo.

'!be

cwner is so psychologically drained that he can hardly stand the sight;
the w ife and children stand aside and often crying.

It is not a

pleasant sight to behold.

Assessment of President's �licy arrl faon proolens
F.ach farmer was asked if he awrwes or disawrwes of the
President ' s policies and strategies w ith regard to the farm crisis
(item

t24) .

disawrCIIJal.

All,

except three

( 1 0% ) ,

of the farmers expressed

Regardless of econanic coooition and church manbership,

the nost praninent reason cited for such disawrCIIJal was that either
the president does not ca re at all about the farmers, or that he does
not unde rstand the magnitude of the crisis.

Even among those fE!il who

expressed awrC11Jal, there was always an expression of mixed feelings.
Cxtl.y one of those who awrwed also thought that the president might
not be enti rely to blame since he came into office when the farm crisis
was already in the making.

Sane thought they had made the greatest

mistake of their life - voting the way they did, that is, for the
president.
Asked

(itan #27)

what the nost critical prcblem facing the

family farmer today is, strangely enough, only two (6. 7%) said that it
is the president's econanic policies.

The greater number, twenty-two
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(73.3%), thought it is the la., price for farm products, while six (20%)
thought that the main proolan is that interest rates are too high.
When

asked

Citan t29) for

an

assessment of their experiences

with their lemers, all except three (10.7%), reported having good and
smooth relationships.

'Ibis question did not awly to two of the

farmers - they are debt-free. 'lwo of the three who reported having bad
experience said there are too many limitations by funding institutions
on the amount that farmers can borra-1, and the other canplained of too
nruch

red tape.

All three with bad experiences came fran the

econanically critical group, two of whan were church members.

Since

there is no significant variance, one cannot conclude that econanic
well-being or church membership is necessarily related to these
negative experiences with the lending institutions.

Farmer social involvement
Table 3
Church manbership and farmer involvement in cannunity organizations
Church membership
Caran. organiz.
membership

Yes

Yes

No

7 (46. 7%)

11 (73.3%)

18

8 C53.3%)

4 (26.7%)

12

15

15

30

The data available do not leoo themselves to statistical
testing of the relationship between church membership and farmer
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msnbership in canmmity organizations. Table 3, l"nlever, suggests that
there is sane association between church rnenbership and involvanent in
caranunity organi.zation.

In fact, contrary to the original hyp:>thesis,

non-church farmers terrl to participate ioore in camrunity organizations
than their church-going counterparts. While only seven (46. 7%) of the
church-going farmers participate in canmunity organizations, as
eleven (73.3%) of their oon church-going counterparts
Cne frequent

do

many

as

so.

reason given by church-going farmers for not

participating in coommity organizations was lack of time.

"We have

all kinds of meetings and canmittees going on in church all week, " they
ke� saying,
fc:1T1ily. "
church

"and after that,

you need sane time to yourself

and

A feN of those who do not atterrl coomumity gatherings and

non-church manbers alike - thought that these organizations

serve little or no p.irp:>se.

"Nothing has ever been accanplished

by

these organizations, arrfWo!f, " one said.
When asked

(itan #38) if he considers it ai:;propriate for the

church to be involved in the farm crisis situation, nine (60%) of the
church-going farmers think it appropriate for the church to do so,
while six

(40% )

of than think it is not.

Of

the six clergymen

interviE?Ned before the intervieN with the farmers, five said it is the
churches' resp:>nsibility to get involved in this and other social
issues, while one thought it is not.
farmers for not wanting the church to

The reason given by the six
be

involved is that the farm

crisis is seen as outside of the churches' spiritual danain.

The one
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clergyman thought that the church already has enough internal proolans
to deal with.
The point of view of those who subscribe to the churches'
social involvanent was ooserved to actually translate into practice in
the day-to-day lives of the different churches.
occasions,

Q1 two separate

sane manbers of two different churches got together with

their pastors for sane discussion on the farm crisis. At the errl of
these meetings, both of the pastors encouraged their manbers to write
individually to Congress i�orrning than of their deplorable situation.
Another pastor reported shc,,qing slide presentations in church that
portrayed the condition of a family caught in the midst of the farm
crisis.

'lllis question was not asked of farmers who were not church

rnanbers.
Table 4
F.conanic well-being and farmer involvement in canrrunity organizations
F.conanic well-being

Carnn. organiz .
rnanbership

Yes

....l..,e�___,u...o
....b
.s...t""'ah.,.l..,e..___c.riticaJ
....
�s"""ta
4 (40%)

7 (70%)

7 (70%)

18

6 (60%)

3 (30%)

3 (30%)

12

10 (33 .3%)

10 (33 .3%)

10 (33 .3%)

30

Having seen that farmers with no church rnanbership tended to
participate rrore in COlTIITllnity organizations than farmers with church
rnanbership, it was also recessary to consider the possible influence of
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farmer econanic well-being on such participation.

Table 4 shO'ls that

farmers in both the unstable arrl critical econanic categories have the
same frEquercy of participation,

seven (70%) farmers in each group

being involved in camnunity organi.zations, arrl three

( 3 0% )

not being

Faoners in the econanically stable category, instead, terrl

involved.

to be nuch less involved in caarrunity organizations.

Qtly four

(40%)

farmers in the econanically stable category have memberships in
ocmrunity organizations arrl as many as six
membership .

cne

(60%) of than have no such

farmer in the stable group reported that "the time

spent in cararunity meetings arrl discussions can be better utilized
either in the fcllli.l.y or in doing sane work in the field. "

In contrast

to this situation, it will be seen that in relation to faoner social
involvement
stable

(Table 7) , the sample shO'led that faoners in econanically

corrlition

terrl

100re socially active than their

to be

counterparts in the critical group.
Farmer social involvement
Table 5

Church atterrlance arrl involvement in canrnunity organizations
Church atterrlance
Regularly
Camn.

involvement

Yes

Cx;ca sionally

Barely

6 (40%)

1 (6 .7%)

0

7

7 (46.7%)

1 (6.7%)

0

8

2 (13 .3%)

0

15

13 ( 86 . 7%)
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Most

of the fifteen fanners identified as church

(thirteen)

manbers also rei::orted atteooing church regularly. Table 5 shows that
there was no difference in the sample between regular
church atterrlers in their involvement in ccrnnunity

and

and

non regular

neighborhood

affairs.
Al.so, of the fifteen church members, fourteen (93.3%) rei::orted
participating in church programs.

Nine (64.3%) of these actually hold

off ices in church organizations, while five
church programs but hold no office.
programs nor holds

farmers included the follCMing :

Che neither participates in

'.Ihe programs identified by these

office.

any

(35. 7%) participate in

choir, religious education canmittee,

young adult organization, church council, special guest canmittee,
deacons' organization.

and

Since fanners who are church manbers also

participate in church programs in sane way, with one exception only,
church rnanbership

and

participation in church programs are not to be

considered separately in this study.
Table 6
Church membership

and

helping behavior

Helping behavior

Yes
Church
manbership

No

Yes

14 (93.3%)

1 ( 6.7%)

15

No

13 (86.7%)

2 (13.3%)

15

Z7 ( 90% )

3

30

( 1 0% )
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The data in Table 6 show that there is no significant
difference in helping behavior between church mert>ers arrl non-church
While fourteen (93.3%) of the church manbers engage in

rnenbers.

helping behavior arrl one

(16.3%) does not,

thirteen (86. 7%) of the

farrners who do not go to church also engage in helping behavior arrl two
In other words, church membership does not distinguish

(13.3%) do not.

those involved in helping behavior in the sample.

Most faoners,

regardless of church membership, reported being engaged in sane form of
helping behavior.
C itan 160)

Asked

what kind of assistance they give to other

fanners, rrost reported µ.itting in the grains or harvesting for fellow
farmers in the case of sickness or death in the fc111ily arrl leooing out
faon equipnent to other farmers in need.

It was also reported that in

rranents of need, other fanners also reciprocated.
did

'!hose fanners who

not report any instance of reciprocal assistance said the

OJ;PC>rtunity sinply did not offer itself.
to be very

concerned with one another.

In general, faoners were seen
Qie farmer reported making

frequent visits to other farmers who are in bad shape to give
counseling arrl emotional su:f'EX)rt.

Such behaviors are suggestive of

"the neighborhcx:>d" as a mediating institution, in the sense p:>inted out
by

Berger

and

Neuhaus (ibid: 8-9), because it supplies a strong sense of

social cohesion

and

reinforces personal identity with the group.
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Table 7
F.conanic well-being and fanner social involvement with neighbors
F.conanic well-being
Stable
Social
involvement

Critical

Yes

8

5

13

No

2

5

7

10

10

20

Fisher test of significance:

B value = 5
D value = 5
> .025
p

Since econanic and ideological differences can detennine the
degree to which one socializes and interacts with one' s neighbors, and
the frequency of interaction and socialization can influence the level
of alienation felt, fanners were asked (item H56-59) ha-, often, if at
all,

they engage in such behaviors.

Since there was no variance in

the frequency of interaction with neighbors beo,.ieen fanners with church
rnanbership and those without ,

the difference was not tested for

statistical significance.
With econanic well-being, instead, as the independent variable,
only fanners in the o,.io extrane categories (stable and critical) were
contrasted.

Table 7 above presents the observed differences.

This

difference which is observed between farmers in the stable condition
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arrl those in the critical condition is not statistically significant (a
situation due, prooably,

to

the sample size) .
Table 8

Social involvement arrl age
Social involvement

Age

In order

Yes

No

22 - 49

15 (75%)

5 (25%)

50 arrl CNer

40%
><.¥L,.
)
_6,,.__C,..,,
6...,.0%
""-') ____;,j4..___.,CJ,

10

21 (70%)

30

9 (30%)

determine if age might be a factor in farmer social

to

fanners were divided into two age categories, the yotmger

involvement,

arrl the older generation.
their exact age

Since fanners were not required to give

(item fl) , they were required, instead, to identify

than.selves according to the above two categories.
22-49

age

generation,

All twenty in the

range believed thenselves to belong to the yotmger
while nine (90%) of those 50

to belong to the older generation.

and

over believed thenselves

This self-identification is used in

assessing the effect of age in fanner social activity.
in the 50

20

and

The one farmer

CNer group who refused to classify himself, is included

in the older generation category.
In Table 8
socially involved

it is observed that yotmger farmers are more

than

older ones, that is, age appears to be a factor

with regards to fanner social involvement. While fifteen (75%) of
those under age 50 are socially involved

am

five (25%) of them are
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oot,

six

(69%)

of those <Ner 50 years of age are socially involved

aoo

four (40%) of than are not .
Alienation
The scores for alienation range fran a lCM of 10 (high evidence
of

alienation>

to

a high of 60 ClCM evidence of alienation) . The

cut-off p:>int between alienation
midpoint between the range 10 - 60.

aoo

nonalienation is 35, i.e.,

This arbitrary cut-off is seen as

necessary for p.irp:>ses of statistical test .

Since the Fisher test

operates only on 2X2 contingency tables (pages 74-75) , the various
measures of scores of very lCM, lCM, arrl high, very high are collapsed
into two simple categories of "alienated"

aoo

"unalienated." Trus, a

score under 35 inclusive indicates evidence of alienation aoo a score
above 3 5 indicates little or no evidence of alienation .
The Presence of Alienation Anxmg Councy Fanners
Table 9
Alienation

aoo

Its Dimensions
No. (%)
Alienated

Dimensions of Alienation

No. (%) Not
Alienated

Olerall Alienation

23

(76 . 7)

7

(23 .3)

PCMerlessness

12

(40.0)

18

(60.0)

Meaninglessness

16

(53 .3)

14

(46 .7)

Social Isolation

21

(70 .0)

9

(30.0)

Self-estrangement

22

(73 .3)

8

(26 . 7)

Nonnlessness

16

(53 .3)

14

(46 . 7)
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'lbe data show sane evidence of alienation in this sample
although roost (23 or 7 6 . 7% ) give no indication of c,.rerall alienation.
Evidence of alienation in varying levels is also observed for the five
major canponents of alienation that were considered: powerlessness,
meaninglessness, social isolation, self-estrangement, arrl normlessness.
Canparison across the dimensions of alienation indicates that a sense
of powerlessness shows up most often in this sample (18 or 6 0% giving
evidence of powerlessness) • This will be seen to be consistent with
d:>ervations on farmer involvement in farm protests arrl rallies.
Conversely,

the dimension least in evidence in this sample is

self-estrangement, with only eight (26. 7%)

of the farmers giving

evidence of this dimension. As might be expected, when a wey of life
is perceived to be threatened, this sample of family farmers also shows
a

fair c1T1ount of meaninglessness with fourteen

(46 . 7%)

of the

respondents giving evidence of this dimension of alienation.

Who Sha.vs Evidence of Alienation Arrong Farmers?
Table 9

has

indicated the existence of alienation in this

sample of rural farmers.

It is,

therefore, necessar y to address the

question: Who are alienated among rural family farmers? This question
is

addressed by examining a series of hypotheses with various

independent variables.

For :i;.urposes of statistical analysis,

and

in

response to the main hypothesis of the research, the following null
hy:p:>thesis is considered first:

There is no difference in feelings of alienation
among family farmers w church menbership.
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Table 10

Alienation

am

church rnanbership
Alienation

Alienated

Unalienated

10 - 35
Church
rnanbership

Yes

36 - 60
15 (100%)

0

No

15

7 (46.7%)

8 (53.3%)

15

7 ( 23 . 3% )

23 (76 .7%)

30

Fisher test of significance:
B value = 15
D value = 8

< .025

p

Table 11
Church menbership

and

pc:Merlessness

Pa.verlessness
Alienated

2-7
Church
rnanbership

Yes

6 (40%)

No

12 (80%)
18

( 6 0% )

Unalienated

8 - 12
9 ( 6 0% )

15

3

(20%)

15

12

(40%)

30

Fisher test of significance:

B value = 9
D value = 3

p

> . 025

I
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Table 12
Church rnenbership and meaninglessness
Meaninglessness
Alienated

2-7
Church
rnanbersip

Unalienated
8 - 12

Yes

7 (46.7%)

8 (53 . 3%)

15

No

7 (46.7%)

8 (53.3%)

15

14 (46.7%)

16 (53 . 3%)

30

Fisher test of significance:
B value = 8
D value = 8
> . 025
p
Table 13
Church rnenbership and social isolation
Social isolation
Alienated

2-7
Church
manbership

Unalienated
8 - 12

Yes

0 (0%)

15 (100%)

15

No

9 (60%)

6 (40%)

15

21 (70%)

30

9

(30%)

Fisher test of significance:
B value = 15
D value = 6
< . 025
p
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Table 14
Church membership

aoo

self-estrangement

Self-estrangement
Alienated

Unalienated

2-7
Church
menbership

Yes

1 (6.7%)

No

B - 12

14 (93.3%)

15

7 (46.7%)

8 (53.3%)

15

8 (26. 7%)

22 (73.3%)

30

Fisher test of significance:

B value = 14
D value = 8
p
= .025

Table 15
Church rnanbership

am

normlessness

Norrnlessness
Alienated

Church
membership

Unalienated

2-7

Yes

8 - 12

4 ( 26 .7%)

11 (73.3%)

15

No

10 (66.7%)

5 (33.3%)

15

16 (53.3%)

30

14 (46. 7%)

Fisher test of significance:
B value = 11

D value = 5
> .025
p
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The data in Table 10 indicate that farmers with church
rnanbership do not experience alienation when the c,.,erall measure of
alienation is considered, unlike their counterparts with no church
rnanbership.

While all fifteen

(100%)

of the farmers with church

rnarbership show no significant evidence of alienation, this is not so
with farmers with no church membership.

Eight (53.3%) of the farmers

with no church membership show no evidence of alienation, while seven
(46.7%)

of then experience alienation.

Thus,

farmers with no church

rnanbership are 100re alienated than those with church rnanbership (p <
. 025) .

'lberefore, the null hypothesis is rejected.
Examining the data in relation to the various dimensions of

alienation,

statistically significant differences are ooserved for

social isolation

am

self-estrangement (Tables 13

and

14) .

Q1 these

two dimensions farmers with church rnanbership consistently show less
alienation than farmers with no church membership.
Table
overall alienation
No. (%)

F.conanic
well-being

Stable

am

not

Alienated

16
econanic well-being
No. (%)

Alienated

7 ( 7 0% )

3 ( 3 0% )

Unstable

7 ( 7 0% )

3

Critical

9 (90%)

1 ( 1 0% )

( 3 0% )
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Table 17
F.conanic well-being and alienation
Alienation
Alienated

Unal ienated

10 - 35

F.conanic
well-being

36 - 60

stable

3 ( 3 0% )

7 ( 7 0% )

10

Critical

1 (10%)

9 (90%)

10

4

16

( 20% )

20

( 80% )

F isher test of significance:

B value = 7
D value = 9
> .025
p

&onanic well:::beiog and various dimensions of alienation
Table 18
F.conanic well-being arrl pc:Merlessness
Pa,,;,erlessness
Alienated

F.conanic
well-being

Unal ienated

2 -7
stable

8 - 12

7

( 7 0% )

3 ( 3 0% )

10

Crit ical

5 (50%)

5 (50%)

10

8 ( 40%)

20

12

( 6 0% )

F isher test of significance:

B value = 3
D value = 5
> .025
p
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Table 19
Econanic well-being am meaninglessness
Meaninglessness
Alienated

Econanic
well-being

Unal ienated

2-7

8 - 12

Stable

6 (60s)

4 (40%)

10

Critical

4 (40%)

6 (60%)

10

10 (50%)

10 (50%)

20

Fisher test of significance:

B value = 4
D value = 6
> .025
p

Table 20
Econanic well-being am social isolation
Social isolation
Alienated

Econanic
well-being

Unal ienated

2-7

8 - 12

Stable

3 (30s)

7 ( 7 0% )

10

Critical

1 (10%)

9 <90%)

10

20%)

16 (80%)

20

4

(

Fisher test of significance:

B value = 7
D value = 9
> .025
p

1 00

Table 21
F.conanic well-being and self-estrangement
Self-estrangement
Unal ienated

Alienated

Fconanic
well-being

2-7

8 - 12

Stable

3 ( 3 0% )

7 (70%)

10

Critical

2 (20%)

8 (80%)

10

5 (25%)

20

15 (75%)

Fisher test of significaoce:

B value = 7
D value = 8
p
> .025

Table 22
Fconanic well-being and norml.essness
Normlessness
Alienated

Fconanic
well-being

Unalienated

2-7

8 - 12

Stable

5 (50%)

5 (50%)

10

Critical

6 (60%)

4 (40%)

10

(45%)

20

11 (55%)

9

Fisher test of significance:

B value = 5
D value = 4
> . 025
p
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When farmer econanic well-being was considered in relation to
alienation,

the sample shc,,ved that farmers in both the stable

and

unstable groups terx:led to be more alienated than farmers in the
critical group.

Table 16 shc,,vs that while three (30%) of the farmers

in the stable as well as in the unstable econanic groups are alienated,
only one

faoner in the critical group experiences alienation.

(10%)

When the five dimensions of alienation were considered in relation to
farmer econanic well-being, it was seen that, except for the dimension
of normlessness,

fanners in the stable group were consistently more

alienated than farmers in the unstable group, who in turn were more
alienated than farmers in the critical group.
normlessness,

As for the dimension of

the experience of alienation was shc,,vn by five (50%)

farmers in the stable group.

In other words,

in this sample, the

experience of alienation increases in relation to farmer econanic
well-being, except on the dimension of normlessness.
In order to test for the statistical significance of the
relationship between alienation arrl farmer econanic well-being, the
follc,,ving null hypothesis is considered:

There is no difference in feelings of alienation
among family farmers by econanic well4::>eing.
For the p..irpose of applying the Fisher test of significance,
only farmers in the two extrane categories (stable arrl critical) were
contrasted.

While

the data presented in Table 17 shc,,v some

differences in feelings of alienation between the two groups, the
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difference is too snall to be statistically significant. 'lbe same
p:tttern

holds

:EX)Werlessness,
and

also

for the various dimensions of alienation,

rooaninglessness,

nonnlessness,

social isolation, self-estrangement,

presented in Tables 18 through 22.

Thus, the null

hy:p:>thesis that there is no difference in feelings of alienation among
family farmers by econan.ic well-being, is not rejected. Does the lack
of alienation among farmers in the econanically critical condition
irrlicate access to mediating institutions, alla.1ing them to thus avoid
alienation?

'Ibis, then, leads to the next null hy:p:>thesis considered

in this study.

There is no difference in feelings of alienation
among family fanners who belong to canmunicy
organizations am those who do not.
Farmers

were

asked

(item 1#39-41)

organizations in the cormnunity other
( item 140)

if they are members in

than

any

to name the various

the church,

of these.

and

to indicate

The folla.1ing were

among the roost frequently identified groups by the res:p:>ndents:
Fa.rmers' Union, Extension, Lion's Club, Hearts
Agricultural Movement,

American Legion,

and

Hands Club, American

and Jaycees.

While sane

farmers re:p:>rted having more than one membership, others said they had
none at all.

In general, eighteen ( 60% )

farmers had memberships in

sane kind of canmunity organizations arrl twelve (40% ) had none.
earlier :p:>inted out
conditions

tend

(Table 4)

It was

that farmers in econanically stable

to be less involved in cararunity organization

activities than farmers in econanically critical condition.
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Table 23
Membership in coomunity organizations and al ienation
Alienatioo

Caron. org.
rnenbersip

Alienated

Unal ienated

Yes

4 ( 22 . 2%)

14 (77.8%)

18

No

3
7

2 (7�}
23 (76.7%)

12
30

(25%}
( 23

As Table 23 shaws,

.3%)

there is vecy slight difference in the

sample between farmers who are rnenbers in canmuni ty organizations and
those who are not in relation to feelings of alienation.

Four (22. 2%)

of those who belong to canrnunity organizations, as against three (25%)
of those who do not, shaw feelings of alienation.

Hc7,o,ever, the data

indicated that eight (66. 7%) of those fanners w ith no memberships in
ccmm.mity organizations are church rnenbers.
why

the

Th is may prd:>ably explain

fanners with no cornmmity organization rnanbersh ip and

expressing feelings of alienation are as few as three (25%) .
Table 24
Farmers w ith no church membership and alienation
Alienation

Ccrrnn. org.
rnenbersh ip

Alienated

Unalienated

Yes

4 (36.4%)

7 (63.6%)

11

No

3 (75%}
7 (46.7%)

1 (25%}

4
15

8 ( 53 .3%)

F isher test of significance:

B value = 7
D value = 1
> . 025
p
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In order to test the null ly:pothesis that manbership in other
canmunity organizations other than the church reduces feelings of
alienation,

data fran farmers with no church rnant:ership were examined

rore closely. Table 24 iooicates that the difference between farmers
with canmunity organization rnanberships

and

those without, in relation

to feelings of alienation, is not statistically significant. Thus, the
null hy:pothesis is not rejected.

But,

oo visual inspection, the

differences ai;:pear to be quite substantial, suggesting that i:art of the
problan here may be the Fisher technique which, as was :pointed out, is

A larger sample would be desirable to rore

sanewhat conservative.

adequately test this relationship.
Table 25
Farmers with no church rnant:ership

and

:EXJWerlessness

PC1t1erlessness

org.
manbership
Canrn.

Yes
No

Alienated

Qnalienated

4

0 (0%)

8 ( 72. 7%)
(100%)

12 ( 80% )

3 (27 .3%)

4

15

3 (20%)

Fisher test of significance :

11

B value = 3
D value = 0
> .025
p

When manbership in canmunity organizations was considered in
relation to the various dimensions of alienation,
substantial difference between rnanbers

and

there was no

nonrnanbers, except on the
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dimension

of pc:Merlessness.

statistically significant.

Even here,
Here, also,

the difference was not
a larger sample would

be

desirable to more adequately test the relationship.
The feeling of pc:Merlessness or helplessness shc:Med up very
frequently during the interviews with the farmers.

Sane of the farmers

who thought it useless to write to �lie officials often said that
farmers are too independent arrl disunited to influence those in i:ower.
Consequently,
together for

sane even think it is too late for fanners to get
any

action that will compel the c:rlministration to listen

Sanehc:M, sane of the farmers feel that they are fighting a

to than.

battle that they are not likely to win because "we are not like the big
corporations

with

plenty of money arrl pc:Mer to influence the

administration," one farmer said.
Coping Behavior and Transformative Action

Coping behavior arrl stress

The follc:Ming itans were considered as indicators of coping
behavior: experieoce of stress in hane life (075-77) , the frequency
with which farmer discusses farm issues with spouse (t78) aoo children
(#79) , and stress experience seen as related to farm crisis (##80-82) .
Overall, farmers seaned to cope well with the stresses in their
lives.

They did admit, hc:Mever, that the present crisis has rncrle life

more difficult for than nc:M than was the case sane ten years ago,
especially in their inability to predict what the future looks like for
the family farmer.

Hc:Mever, their spouses,

many said, have been very

understanding arrl supportive, and this makes the situation a whole lot
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easier than it otherwise would be.

"I guess it pays to have a wife

like mine, " one said, " I wish she didn't have to

go

through this hell

with me. "
With

church

membership as the indepeooent variable,

no

differerx::e was observed in relation to the degree of stress experienced
by church members arrl non-church members.

Qtl. y two (13.3%) of the

farmers with church rnenbership reported evidence of stress in hane
life, while thirteen

(86. 7%) reported no sign of stress . The exact

same figures were obtained with farmers with no church rnenbership.
'!bus,

regardless of church membership,

stress was observed in the sample.

no significant evidence of

Contrary to expectation, only two

of the alienated seven (Table 9) reported evidence of stress.
possible explanation for this could be that,
alienated farmers,
organizations,

and

Qle

of the ranaining five

three reported being active in various cannunity
the other two reported getting together often with

other farmers arrl neighbors for coffee arrl recreational activities like
fishing arrl hunting.

such activities can be seen as effective coping

strategies because they are healthy for the mind, thereby reducing
stress.
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Discussion of Farm Issues with Spouse As Related to Alienation
Table 26

Discussion of farm issues

and

alienation

Alienation

Alienated
Discussion

Fra::iuently

4 (20%)

Inf ra::iuently

3 (30%)

Una,l ienated
16 (80%)

20

7

10

(70%)

23 (76 . 7%)

7 (23.3%)

30

Although the difference is not substantial, the data in Table
26 suggest that farmers who discuss farm issues fra::iuently with either
spouses or children are less likely to be alienated than those farmers
who do not.

While four

alienated

sixteen (80%) are not, three

and

(20% ) of those who discuss fra::iuently are
(30%) of those who do not

discuss these issues fra::iuently are alienated, and seven (70%) are not.
Interviavs with faoners sh<JNed that while many of the faoners believe
that such discussions do help, a fav of than are skeptical about than.
According to sane of the farmers,
family,

by

discussing these issues with the

part of the burden of the crisis is taken off the mind. "I

feel good," one said, "when � wife listens to the problem
sane advice
They

and

and

gives me

suHX)rt. But I hate to talk about it with � children.

might not understand.

They

might think I have failed than."

One

faoner said he prefers to leave the faon crisis "in the field where it
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belongs, " that way

he

does not inject too much sorrc:M into the family

conversations.
When

the variable,

church rnanbership, was considered in

relation to the frequency with which farmers discuss farrn issues with
their sp:>uses,
rnanbership

there was no difference between farmers with church

and those without .

Ten

(66 .7%)

farmers with church

rnenbership re!X)rted discussing frequently, and five (33.3% ) re!X)rted
infrequent discussion.
rnanbership.

The same was true of farrners with no church

Thus, church rnanbership was not a factor.

In relation to the econanic well-being,
farmers

in

discussion,
(70%)

the

six (60%)

of the

econanically stable category re!X)rted frequent

and four (40%) re!X)rted infrequent discussion, while seven

in both unstable and critical conditions re!X)rted frequent

discussion,

and three (30%) reported infrequent discussion.

Here, it

a:i;:pears that farmers woose econanic well-being is critical or near
critical discuss farm issues with thei r spouses zoore frequently than
'Ibis difference, though,

farmers whose econanic well-being is stable.
may be too snall for such conclusion.

'Iwo Factors;

Age and

Education

Table 27
Discussion of farm issues

farmer age

and

Discuss

22 - 49
50 and over

Fr;�uently

Infr;�uently
6 (31.6%)

19

7 (63.6%)
20 (66 .7%)

4 (36.4%)
10 (33.3%)

11
30

13 (68.4% )
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Table 28
Discussion of farm issues

am farmer

education

Discuss

Fra:;[uently
Education

Sane/highschool

(72. 2%)

5 ( 'Zl .8%)

18

7 (58.3%)

5 (41. 71)_

12

20 (66. 7%)

10 (33. 3%)

30

13

Sane/college

Infra:;[uently

The difference by age between farmers who discuss farm issues
with s:i;x>use frequently

am

those who do not is slight, according to

Table 27. Thirteen (68.4%) of the fanners in the age bracket, 22-49,
discuss frequently

am

six (31.6%) do not; while seven (63.6%) of those

50 years and CNer discuss frequently and four (36.4%) do not.

Although

the data suggest that the yotmger farmers tend to discuss these issues
more frequently than the older ones, such small difference may be
merely accidental.

Interviews with the farmers, both yotmg and old,

shewed that fanners who do not discuss these issues thought it sanewhat
embarrassing to do so with the family, particularly with the children,
regardless of farmers ' age.
Table 28, on the other hand, sh™s a greater difference in
percentage of farmers with sane high school/high school education and
those with sane college/college degree in relation to the rate of
discussion of farm issues w ith s:i;x>use. While thirteen (72. 2%) of
farmers with sane high school

am

high school education discuss

frequently with their s:i;x>use, and five (27. 8%) do not, only seven

1 10

(58.3%)

of those with

fre:iuently,

and five

sane college and

(41.7%)

do not.

education a farmer has, the less likely
farm issues with si;ouse.

he

college

degree discuss

In other words,

the roore

is to discuss fre:iuently the

F.ducation level of wives was seen to be a

constant (page 79) , therefore was not an influencing factor.
Therefore,

regardless of church manbership and age, farmers in

econanically critical corrlition,

and

less educated,

terrl to discuss

farm issues more frequently with their si;ouse than the farmers in
stable econanic corrlition,

and

more educated, according to this sample .

A ranark by one of the farmers with college education that such
discussions might injure his sense of pride, might explain wqy farmers
who are more educated terrl to discuss these issues less fre:iuently than
the less educated farmers.

One

could see in this situation one way of

explaining wqy farmers in econanically critical condition are less
alienated than those who are econanically better off.

Family Turmoil as Related to Farm Crisis
Lately,
films,

there has been much discussion by the media, press and

suggesting that there is an increase in family turmoil related

to the farm crisis.
sanetimes

Iten #80 of the interview guide asked if farmers

find thenselves quarrelling with family manbers while

discussing farm issues.

Ten (33 .3%) reported they do, while twenty

(66 . 7%) said they do not (Table 29) • When quarrelling is considered in
relation to church menbership, no statistically significant difference
is observed (Table 29).
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Table 29
Quarrelling arrl church rnaroership
Quarrelling

Church
rnanbership

Yes

Yes

(13.3%)

13 (86.7%)

15

8 (53.3%)

7 (46.7%)

15

2

No

No

10 (33. 3%)

20 (66.7%)

Fisher test of significance:

30

value = 13
D value = 7

B

p

> .05

Table 30
Quarrelling arrl econanic well-being
Quarrelling

F.conanic
well-being

Yes

Stable

No

2

( 20%)

8 ( 80%)

10

Unstable 3

(30%)

7 (70%)

10

Critical 5 (50%)

5 (50%)

10

20 (66. 7%)

30

10
When quarrelling
econanic well-being,

(33 .3%)

in the family is considered in relation to

it is noticed (Table 30)

that there is a steady

increase in re:i;:orted quarrelling as econanic well-being deteriorates.
'lwo

(20%) of those in the stable condition quarrel arrl eight (80%) do

1 12

not; three (30%) of those in the unstable groop quarrel and seven (70%)
do not; arrl five (50%) of those in the critical groop quarrel and five
(50%)

In other words, the chances for quarrelling increase as

do not.

This was seen to be consistent with

the econanic well-being decreases.

an earlier ooservation (page 7) that
increase in emotional stress

and

local news-papers have noted an

family turmoil as a result of the

present farm erisis C Watertc�m Puhl ic Opinion,

May

5, 1984:4a) •

Family

turmoil as related to the farm erisis was also the major thane in the
film "Colll1try" which was very p:>µllar during

the early i;:art of last

year.
Alienation was

not

seen to be very substantially associated
Only three (42.9%) of the alienated

with family turmoil in the sample.

seven rep:>rted quarrelling and four (57.1%) did not; while, of the
twenty-three farmers who were not alienated,
quarrelling and sixteen
those alienated

and

(69. 6%)

30.4% of

did not.
those not

difference may be either accidental or due

seven (30.4%) reported

In other words, 42.9% of
alienated quarrel.

This

to the small sample, or it

may in fact, be an indication on negative coping (non-transformative)
behavior associated with alienation.
Generally,
the quarrel was .
family.

Q1e

farmers did not like to say what the substance of
Most said they would rather keep the issue within the

said, "It always starts off as a general discussion on

the farm situation and by the tirre you kne1fl it, it has developed into
sanething
equipnent.

else.

My

wife always accuses me of 011erspending on

I feel bad about this because we need these equipnents if
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we have to continue farming."
farmers

blame

It was also observed that the older

the younger ones for go ing bankrupt because of

uncalculated sperrling on new arrl expensive equipnent.

'Ibis might

result in generational quarrelling.
When farmers were asked if the farm crisis has arrt noticeable
effect

in their family life

oftentimes,
the

(itans

"no" -

"not really !," in a tone of uncertainty, leaving one with

impression that all is not well.

peace

##81-82), rrost said,

Others complained of lack of

in the family because "we always f ind ourselves talking back at

one another whenever we discuss the farm situation.
not to mention the issue in the family."

So

I often prefer

In general, it does a:El)ear

that farmers who do not discuss the farm issues frequently in the
family do so out of fear that it might blON up.
In conclusion,

fran this sample, one could say that farmers

with no church rnanbership are rrore likely to quarrel in the family than
farmers w ith church manbership;

family quarrelling decreases with

econanic well-being; and that family quarrelling am alienation do not
a:El)ear to be substantially related.

Transforrnative Action

Transforrnative action is seen as

cope with stressful conditions.
stress

indicates

farmer ability to adequately

Inability, therefore,

to deal with

inability to engage in transforrnative action .

Therefore, personal stress arrl behav ioral responses (itans ##83-89; 91)
are considered the antitheses of transforrnative action. The scores

1 14

were coded 1 through 4 with a lON score indicating the absence of
stress.

(Range:

8 - 32; midpoint:

20).

The Presence of Stress Arrong County Farmers
Table 31
Evidence of Stress
Stress
C8-20}
28 ( 93 . 3% )

Yes
(21 32)
2 (6.7%)

N = 30

The sample shONed little behavioral evidence of personal
stress.

Table 31 shONs that twenty-eight ( 93 . 3% ) of the fanners scored

lON on the stress scale, arrl only two (6.7%) of them scored high.

This

means that 93 . 3% of the fanners re:p::>rted no behavioral evidence of
personal stress. With no significant variance, other factors were not
considered in relation to this variable.

Other factors considered as

indicative of farmer engagement in transforrnative action were :p::>litical
involvement (items ##46-50), voting behavior (##51-52), arrl involvement
in fann rallies and protest auctions (##53-55).
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Farmer Pal itical Iovolvement
There was very little variance between farmers with church
membership

and

those withoot in :EX>litical activity. Farmers in both

categories expressed very little interest in :EX>litical involvement.
Questions on :EX>litical activity centered on issues such as campaigning,
canvassing,

passing out information, etc. When asked why they are not

:EX>litically active, sane simply said they have no interest in :EX>litics,
others re:EX)rted the nonavailability of time,

and

still others ( four),

that the American people are losing confidence in the :EX)liticians ; it
is, therefore, not worth the effort . While all thirty farmers reported
having

voted in both the last national

reported

any

and

other political activities.

local elections, only two
These two that did were

church members, though, one of whan actually farms part-ti.Ire, the only
such case in the sample.
When farmer econanic well-being was considered as a possible
independent variable,
that,

the same results prevailed.

regardless of econanic well-being,

The data shCMed

farmers fran all three

econanic categories terrled not to be politically involved.

The two

farmers that were seen to be politically active belonged to the stable
and

critical econanic categories respectively .
Therefore,

one could say, on the basis of this sample, that

neither church membership nor econanic well-being makes a difference in
farmer involvenent in :EX>litical activities.

The conflict :EX)Sition that

rel igion embarks upon withdrawal strategies did not shCM forth in the
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sample since farmers with church membership as well as those without
were seen to

be

IX>litically withdrawn.

Farmer Iovolvanent in Farm Protests/rallies
Table 32
Church rnanbership and involvement in farm protests/rallies
Protests/rallies
Yes
Church
manbership

Yes

7

No

No

8

( 5 3 . 3% )

15

9 (60%)

6

(40%)

15

16 (53. 3%)

14 ( 46.7%)

(46.7%)

Fisher test of significance:

30

B value = 8
D value = 7
> .025
p

Table 3 2 shCMs that the association between church rnanbership
and

farmer

rarticipation in farm protests

statistically significant.

and

rallies is not

This means that the decision to participate

or not to rarticipate in farm protests and rallies does not deperrl on
farmer membership in church organizations .
conclude,

Therefore, we cannot

according to this sample in favor of the conflict !X)Sition

that religion racifies

and

quells dissent.
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In

discussing

their

reasons

participating in farm protests or rallies,
nonchurch
any fruits .

for participating or not
rrost farmers - church arrl

- simply said that they believe these events

do

not yield

'!he great majority of those who do not participate are of

the opinioo that the great arrl exciting ideas that emerge at than are
never

follCMed through .

Alrrost invariably,

the nonparticipating

farmers cited the natiorMide farm rally held in Washington, D. C . , in
February this year as not yielding the result the farmers
for .

Even among those farmers who do atterrl,

had

ho�

the roost often cited

reason for participating is that protests, and, particularly rallies,
help to bring their problems to the public.

"We don ' t expect

anything, " one farmer said, "but just so that the p.lblic may be aware
of what is ha:i;:pening to us." The coounents here seem to be irrlicative
of the sense of pCMerlessness observed among 60% of these farmers
(Table 9) .
Table 33
&onomic well-being and involvement in farm protest s/rallies
Protests/rallies

E'.conanic
well-being

Yes

No

7

(70%)

3

(30%)

10

Unstable

5

(50%)

5

(50%)

10

Critical

4

(40%)

6 (60%)

10

14 (46 .7%)

30

Stable

16 (53 . 3%)
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When

farmer p:irticip:ition in protests and/or rallies is

considered in respect to econanic well-being (Table 33), one makes sane
interesting ooservations in respect to p:irticipation.

Across all three

categories,

one

ooserves increasing participation with econanic

well-being,

arrl

increasing

deteriorates.

Whereas

withrawal

seven

as

econanic

well-being

(70%) of the econanically stable

participate in sane kind of farm protests and rallies and three (30%)
do not,

five (50%) of the econanically l.ll'lstable participate and five

(50%) do not, arrl only four (40) of the econanically critical report
such participation while six
because,

(60%) do not.

Such difference may be

as one farmer in the critical class said, "my condition is

already beyorrl human rescue. " This kind of attitude was very common
among farmers in financial difficulty.
no

hope

The belief by such fanners that

of irrarediate rescue is in sight was expressed very frequently,

which reflects a deep sense of p:,werlessness.

In fact, three of these

critical six who do not participate sha.ved high evidence of the
p'.)'Werlessness dimension of alienation.

This tendency ta.vard withdrawal

by farmers in critical econanic well-being was earlier ooserved in
relation to farmer social involvement (Table 7).
One could conclude,

then,

that the data fran this sample

suggest a slight inverse relationship between church rnenbership

and

participation in protests or rallies as well as between econanic
well-being

and

participation in protests or rallies.
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s,pontaneous Evidence of Transformative Action

In addition to questions that directly elicited responses

suggestive of personal stress and the extent of political involvanent,
farmers were also asked to suggest sane strategies through which family
farmers might deal effectively with the present crisis in agriculture
(itan 194) .

While the majority of farmers were able to give sane

positive coping strategies, others were not able to do so.

Sane of the

coping strategies given included: being more careful at speooing; not
speooing on ne.w and expensive equipnent, unless absolutely D:cessary;
keeping in close contact with fellc:M farmers; writing to government
officials; doing one's best to stay in business; not giving up hope
that better days are ahead.
On

express

the whole,

twenty-four (80%) of the farmers were able to

sane positive coping strategies,

Although the data distriootion did not
significance,

and six (20%) were not .

allc:M for statistical test of

Table 34 shc:Ms that while thirteen (86. 7%) farmers with

church rnenbership were able to give some positive actions through which
they handle the crisis and two (13.3%) were not, eleven (73.3%) of the
farmers with no church rnembership were able to indicate such positive
action strategies and four
substantial

difference,

(26 .7%) were not .

this suggests that

Although not a very
fanners with church

membership may be roore likely to engage in sane positive action
orientation that is consistent with transformative action
with no church rnenbership, according to this set of data .

than

farmers
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Table 34
Church rnanbership

and

spontaneous evidence of transformative action

Six>ntaneous evidence of transformative action

Negative

Positive
Church
rnanbership

Yes

13

(86. 7%)

2 ( 13 .3%)

15

No

11 (73.3%)

4 (26.7%)

15

24 (80%)

6 ( 20% )

30

Table 35
&:onanic well-being

and

spontaneous evidence of transforrnative action

Six>ntaneous evidence of transforrnative action

Positive
F.conanic
well-being

Negative

Stable

6 (60%)

4

( 40% )

10

Unstable

9 ( 90% )

1

( 1 0% )

10

Critical

9 (90%)

1 (10%)

10

24 (80%)

6 ( 20% )

30

Contrary to expectation,

Table 35 sh<:Ms that when farmer

econanic well-being is considered as the indep:rrlent variable, farmers
in either critical or unstable econanic condition are more likely to
give :i;x:>sitive s:i;x:>ntaneous

evidence of transforrnative action than

farmers in econanically stable condition. While nine (90%) farmers in
both the critical

and

unstable groups were able to express :i;x:>sitive

12 1

coping strategies and only one (10%) was not, six (60%) farrners in the
econanically stable group were able to give such
strategies and four (40%) were not .

One

:EX)sitive coping

of the farrners in the stable

category who gave no :EX)sitive coping suggestions sirrply said that his
econanic corrlition has been in such good sha:i;:e ever since he went into
the farming business that he has never really given a thought to it.
This may explain why

many

in that group :i;:erformed so p::>orly on this

question.
Table 36
Alienation and 5:EX>ntaneous evidence of transformative action
Sp:mtaneous evidence of transformative action

Positive
Alienation

Yes

(71.4%)

2 (28.6%)

7

19 (82.6%)

4 (17,4%)

23

6 (20%)

30

5

24 (80%)

When, instead,

Negative

alienation is considered as the inde:i;:errlent

variable in relation to sp:>ntaneous evidence of transformative action,
Table 36 indicates that farmers who are not alienated are more likely
to engage in sane p:>sitive coping strategies than farmers who are
alienated.

While five

(71.4%)

of the alienated farmers had sane

:EX)sitive action-oriented strategies and two (28.6%)

of them had not,
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nireteen

(82.6%) of the nonalienated farmers indicated such coping

strategies and only four (17.4%) of them did not.
In sum, in relation to this sample, the data indicate that
there is 1 ittle behavioral evideoce of personal stress; that, al though
with not

too large a margin, farmers with church membership appear

sane.what more likely to engage in sane positive coping strategies
suggestive of
membership;

transformative action than farmers with no church
that

farmers

in econanically tmstable or critical

conditions appear sane.what more likely to give evideoce of positive
coping in personal behavior than farmers in econanically stable
condition;

and that farmers who are not alienated appear sane.what more

likely to engage in positive coping strategies

than farmers w ho are

alienated.
SUmmacy
In conclusion, the data iooicate that in this particular sample
of family farmers, farmers w ith church membership are less socially
involved than farmers with no church membership; that farmers in the
econanically critical condition are less socially involved than farmers
in econanically stable condition.
observed

in

the sample :

that

Sane evidence of alienation is also
farmers with church membership,

regardless of econanic condition, are less likely to be alienated than
farmers with oo church membership.

No behavioral evidence of personal

stress which might be considered as antithesis of transforrnative action
was cbserved in the sample, but farmers with church membership are seen
to be more likely to engage in transformative action or positive coping
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behavior

than

farmers with no church manbership.

Furthermore, that

farmers who are rot alienated are 100re likely to give i;ositive evidence
of coping behavior than farmers who are alienated; hawever, farmers
whose econanic conditions are critical are seen to be 100re likely to
give evideoce of i;ositive coping behavior than farmers whose econanic
conditions are stable.
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OIAPI'ER S IX
CONCLUSION

Introduction

There were three µirfOseS for this research. The first was to

assess the presence,
fOµilation.

or lack thereof, of alienation in a rural fann

The secooo was to assess the role of the church in helping

reduce feelings of alienation. The third was to detennine the extent
to

which

church rnanbership

and

participation enhances personal

enfOWennent and transforrnative action. This was done with a sample
fran one county of family fanners.
This

chapter summarizes the findings of the study,

conclusions reached,
Secondly,
identified.

the

and the irrplications of findings for theory.

the limitations and irrplications of the research are
Finally, sane suggestions are given for future research.

The Interviws

In general,

fanners who were selected for intervia,,s readily

consented to participate.

In the beginning, a fa,, of the farmers were

sana,,hat hesitant in granting awcintment for intervia,,, either out of
frustration for their deplorable conditions which they consider as
being beyond rescue, or because of uncertainty as to the µirfOse of the
intervia,,.

For others,

the reluctance to grant the request for

intervia,, might have been suggestive of the lack of ootivation and
desire to struggle which is characteristic of a condition of alienation
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that oftentimes culminates in w ithdrawn behavior and unwillingness to
participate in canrrunity

and

other social affairs.

Q1 the whole, farmers were seen to be quite coo�rative and,
sane,

rather apprec iative that their opinions

still be heard.

in the cornnunity could

For others, the interview was an opp:>rtunity to speak

about their condition to saneone other than a family nenber, and to get
sane of the steam out of the system.
about the fann situation in gereral and
the best

relief

As cne fanner µit it, "Talking
my

I have had in months. "

condition, in particular, is
(The longest visit was with

this farmer - two hours and twenty-five minutes

in contrast to the

overall average interview time of cne hour and forty-five minutes).
The o�ning sessions were always cold and with a feeling of
suspicion f ran both parties.
o�ned up as

But when we started talking, we both

' frierrlship' and sane degree of 'cordial ity ' gradually

unfolred; then the farmers quickly overcame their initial doubt s and
shyress and rather enthusiast ically started to share their experiences
and,

nost of all, their farm troubles

and disal?fX)inbnents of recent

In some cases, it became necessary to run through sane of the

years.

quest ions a second time

in order to capitalize on this new-found

o�nress and frankness .

In a few cases, sane sl ightly different

answers emerged to the same set of quest ions.

Gererally, the answers

were just about the same as those previously given.
As the farmers gradually o�ned up, I learned to identify with
them

and

to appreciate the problems they face, becoming more and more

sensitive to their fears and anxieties, while at the same tirre trying
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to maintain the difficult position of scientific objectivity.

'Ibis was

the context under which the follc�ling findings and observations were
made.

Findings
1.

Alienation
a.

Church manbership

and

alienation.

Sane alienation is

present among family farmers sampled and appears to be associated with
different variables.

Farmers with no church manbership were more

alienated on the werall measure of alienation than farmers with church
merbership.

The relationship was found to be statistically significant

at the .025 level.

The same relationship was also found on two of the

five dimensions of alienation - social isolation

aoo

self-estrangement.

There were no statistically significant differences observed on the
dimensions of };X:Merlessness, normlessness, and meaninglessness.
b.

Camnunity organization manbership and alienation.

This

relationship was not tested for statistical significance because of the
data

distribution.

HCJt1ever, only a very slight difference in

alienation was observed between farmers who belong to ccmmunity
organizations

(22. 2%)

and those who do not (25%) . When farmers with

church manbership were excluded in order to determine the irrpact of no
membership at all, the association between alienation and canrrunity
organization membership was not seen to be substantial.
farmers with no corronunity organization membership of

HCJt1ever, nore
any

kind (75%)

gave evidence of alienation than farmers with sane kind of coomunity
organization menbership (36.4%)
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c.

Fconanic well-being

aoo

alienation.

We failed to

reject the null }¥:i;x:>thesis that there is no difference in feelings of
alienation among

family farmers by econanic well-being.

It also

a�ared that if the sample size had been larger, the relationship
might have gone in the opp:>site direction of the }¥:i;x:>thesis, except for
the dimension of norrnlessness.

The data sha,,ed a terrlercy for farmers

whose econanic conditions are stable to be more alienated
whose econanic conditions are critical.

than

farmers

If this is the case, farmers '

canments suggest that it m ay be due to farmers in the roore difficult
econanic situation being more able to see roore :i;x:>sitive ways of coping
with their situation.
2.

Stress and Canrnunity Imolvanent
a.

Personal stress experience.

No

substantial evidence of

p:!rsonal stress was ooserved in the sample.
b.

Canrrunity

organization and church rnanbership.

statistically significant differences were ooserved.
ha,,ever, with the exception of one (6.7%)
church activities.

No

Church rnanbers,

terrled to be very active in

Perhaps this left little time and energy for

non-church activities as sane farmers' corrnnents suggested.
c.
data

Canrrunity organization

distribution

relationship.

and

econanic well-being.

did not alla,, for statistical test

Ha,,ever,

The

of this

it

was

ooserved that farmers in the

econanically stable category

(40%)

terrled to be less involved in

canrnunity organizations than farmers in both econanically unstable
(70%) and critical (70%) categories.
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d.

Social involvement with neighbors.

'Ihe association

between econanic well-being arrl social involvement with neighbors was
not statistically significant.
e.

Discussion of farm issues with si;:x:mse.

It was found

that farmers who discuss farm issues frequently with their s:i;x:>use are
less likely to be alienated than farmers who do not, suggesting that
either discussion lessens alienation, or that
alienated are roore open to

those who are less

talk with their spouse.

Here, church

manbership was not seen to be a factor. But when econanic well-being
was considered, it appeared that

farmers whose econanic well-being is

critical or unstable discuss farm issues roore frequently with their
srouses than

farmers who are econanically stable.

This may be one

coping mechanisn, as suggested above. When farmer ' s econanic condition
was held constant and age considered, it was found that age was not a
factor either in the frequency of discussion; rather, the less educated
farmers teoo to discuss farm issues roore frequently with their s:i;x:>uses
than the roore educated.
f.

Family turmoil in relation to farm crisis.

The data

sha-1ed no statistically significant differences in the occurrence of
quarrelling

in families with and without church manbersh ip.

The data

also indicate that farmers in econanically critical corrlitions are more
likely to quarrel than farmers in econanically stable conditions; arrl
that farmers who are alienated (42.9%) are slightly roore likely to
quarrel than farmers who are not (30.4%) .
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3.

Transformative Action
a.

�ntareous

evidence of transformative action.

The

data showed that farmers w ith church rnanbership are roore likely to give
!X)sitive sp:>ntaneous ev idence of transformative act ion than farmers
w ith

no church rnanbership;

hyp:>thesized,

farmers

in

arrl that contrary to that originally
either critical or unstable econanic

conditions are roore likely to give p:>sitive 5:EX>ntaneous ev idence of
transformative act ion than farmers in stable econanic condit ion.
Alienation arrl transforrnative act ion.

b.
not alienated

Farmers who are

(82.6%) were found to be roore likely to suggest some

!X)sitive coping behav ior that is consistent w ith transformative action
than

farmers who are al ienated (71.4%).

Conclusions fran Findings

In conclusion, the study indicated that faoners w ith no church

rnanbership,

regardless of econanic condition, are rrore likely to be

alienated than farmers w ith church rnanbership.

In addition, it was

found that farmers who are not al ienated are rrore likely to give
sp:>ntaneous ev idence of transformative act ion than faoners who are
alienated.
In contrast to what was expected,

alienation was not found to

be statist ically significantly different among the levels of econa:nic
well-being.
contention

This
that

is,

:tx,..,ever, in oi:position to Berger

those in critical econa:nic

vulrerable to encroachment

by

and

Neuhaus'

condition are rrore

the rnegastructures of society; hence,
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100re

likely to be alienated than those in econanically stable

condition.
The findings of this research terrl to lean ta,,ard support
of the Berger-Neuhaus theoretical nodel,
functional perspective, in general.

aoo

the

That is, that religion can serve a

mediating function in the society.
hc:Mever,

in particular,

In caning to this conclusion,

certain precautions are deemed necessary. First, the sample

fran which the conclusions were reached was too small to al.la,,
statistical
Therefore,

tests

of

significance with all the relationships.

the conclusions are preliminary but noteworthy because of

their similarities to other studies.

Second,

any

application of the

findings should be done with particular attention to the unique
characteristics of this sample.
While the conclusions should not be generalized without due
caution to the peculiarity
ha-lever,

and

not be dismissed.

uniqueness of the sample, they should,

They are seen to be reasonable

and

logical

in the light of the theory.
It

was

found

that farmers who are church members

participate less in farm rallies
church members.

This

may be

and

protests than fanners who are not

interpreted in the light of the conflict

{X)Sition referred to earlier (Marx, Eister, Vallier - pp. 39-45) that
religion discourages antirevolutionary trerrls that could enhance change
in the social system.
The

findings

that

farmers

with

church membership

participate less in caranunity organizations than farmers with no church
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membership could be attributable to the time factor, as sane farmers
said,

or the belief that one need become actively involved in µmlic

issues only when one becomes concerned about threats to the interests

am

of one ' s self

one's community.

received very strong ern:p1ases

am

Similarly, Bellah

by

Iooepeooence

am

individualism

farmers throughout the interview.

Associates (1985:251)

observed, "The American

search for spontaneous camrunity with the like-minded is made urgent
the fear that there

may

by

be no way at all to relate to those woo are too

different. " Neighborliness among farmers, that is, farmers helping one
another, is an indication of this.
The findings that,
politically

fanners teooed not to be

involved may be indicative of the distrust of the

systan which

many

farmers expressed.

by Bellah arxl Associates
widespread

generally,

am

(ibid. )

political

This attitude was also observed
who stated:

"We also found a

strong identification with the United States as a

national corranunity.
' goverrment' and

Yet,

though the nation was viewed as good,

' politics' often had negative connotations. " The

interview sh0t1ed that if the sample were representative of the nation,
Americans,

it would seen,

are genuinely arrbivalent about political

life.
Finally,
membership

am

in regard to the relationship between church

transformative action,

the findings are ambiguous.

There is little evidence from the data to sui:p:>rt the hy:i;othesis that
church

membership enhances transformative action.

There was no

evidence to the contrary either. Rather, an 86.7% to 73% participation
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ratio was observed in favor of church menbership.

'lbe churches'

awareness of their responsibility in regard to mediation was indicated
by

one p:istor's corrarent:

"The Church should consider it its duty to

help farmers and farm families in this time of crisis.

My

church plans

to prwide sane programs with the goal of getting farmers together to
talk about

and

share their problens.

Supp::,rt groups are prwided by

iey

church by way of counseling, but not on official basis since I visit
individual farmers in the banes.

I €"\Ten lobbied in their behalf when I

was in Washington, D. C. , by visiting

and

discussing fann issues with

sane congresenen. "

�ications of Findi�s for Theory

In relation to theory, this research

has

attenpted to assess

the role of mediating institutions, p:irticularly,

the church, in the

private lives of individuals. With a sample of family farmers as the
unit of analysis, the church, along with sane of the other mediating
institutions suggested by Berger arrl Neuhaus have been examined. In
sane instances,
theory,

the findings of the research have been supfX)rtive of

in others,

merely ambiguous,

not ,

and

in others still, the findings renain

neither supporting nor refuting the hypothesized

relationships.
In regard to the mediating role of the church, the findings of
the study indicate that generally,

i:;eople with church menbership tend

to be less alienated than people with no church membership.

Although

there were no si:;ecific programs directed at helping the farmers in
crisis,

as the intervie.,;s with the clergy pointed out, other programs,
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like organizations

am

associations,

prC1vided

by

the churches did

a�ar to be helpful to farmers in coping with their situation.
view of this ooservation, Berger
that

am

In

Neuhaus's (1981: 29) recornrnerrlation

" It is precisely in the interest of µiblic polity to advance a

positive approach to the church as a key mediating structure, " seans
reasonable .
While,

on the one hand,

church membership tended to abate

feelings of alienation in this sample,

on the other, such membership

did not a�ar to be conducive to participation in non-church related
activities,

like involvanent in political activities

in coommity organizations.

am

participation

Ha,.iever, it is difficult to attribute the

lack of political involvement in this

sample to church membership as

the independent variable since both church
seen to be politically uninvolved.

am

non-church farmers were

This situation, therefore, does not

seen to sui;:p:>rt the conflict position that religion embarks upon
withdrawal strategies, at least in so far as political involvement is
concerned.

Farmers with church

menbership,

h:Mever, were seen to

display a general lack of involvanent in canrrunity affairs.
Another kind of mediating institution also suggested by Berger
and

Neuhaus is voluntary association, seen as a

body

of people who have

voluntarily organized thanselves in p..irsuit of particular goals.

The

caranunity organizations examined in the sample were seen to perform
similar functions .
organizations,

Although some farmers did not see the need for such

those farmers who had manberships in than were seen to

be sanewhat less likely to be alienated than those farmers who had no
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such rnanberships.

In so far as the evideoce does not directly

contradict the hyp:>thesis,

a case might also be

mooe

in su:wort of

these organizations.
When people get together with others to accomplish sanething,
it gives them the ability to act; it gives them a great sense of
dignity

and

it gives hope. A sense of leadership is

self-respect;

developed by people in respect to p..iblic matters as a result of
involvement in these corranunity organizations .

Even those farmers who

held no community organization membership were seen to express less
feelings of alienation.
church which,

This may be because of membership in the

in a sense,

is a community organiz ation but of a

different genre.
The idea of "neighborhood" as a mediating institution advocated
by the theory does not ai:ply specifically in this particular sample.
In a rural farm camrunity the neighborhood, technically speaking, does
not ai:ply mainly for logistic reasons.
farmers,

that is,

Ho.vever, neighborliness among

helping one another, which roost farmers repxted,

could be seen as an indication of the mediating role performed

by

the

neighborhood.
Finally,
examined.

the mediating cap:3.city of the family was also

The family appeared to be the main source of suP}X)rt and

strength to these farmers.
family,

The very presence arrl understanding of the

as well as the occasional words of su:wort

by

the sp:>uses were

seen as powerful coping mechanisms for the farmers in crisis. The
likelihood of being alienated was seen to be considerably reduced for
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farmers woo had frequent discussions with their S!X)uses, although this
sane fanners re!X)rted they

relationship could also be the other way.

were lucky to have sane members of their family within a short distance
fran than.

The perspective of the one fanner who said, " I guess it

pays to have a wife like mine," could be said to be shared by all the
(One farmer was not married) .

faoners.

In other words, the role of

the family in providing emotional sup!X)rt arrl encouragement can be seen
as a mediating function performed

by

this institution.

In the light of these ct>servations based on the findings of
this research, it is considered that mediating institutions in general,
the church in particular, are essential to the society arrl the

and

private lives of individuals. As !X)inted out by Berger

and

Neuhaus

(ibid: 27) , "Without falling into the trap of !X)liticizing all life, our
!X)int is that structures such as family, church,

and

neighborhood are

all public institutions in the sense that they must be taken seriously
in the ordering of the IX>lity, " because they are vital to modern
democracy.
As for the church, the need for it to be considered in public
IX>licy is being increasingly recognized am this should
The observation of Bellah

am

be

encouraged.

his Associates (1985: 219) that: "Religion

is one of the roost important of the many ways in which Americans ' get
involved' in the life of their community
this sample.

H™ever,

benefit imnensely

.

.

.

by

and

society," does not sh™ in

this researcher thinks that the society can
the church ' s very presence

by

recognizing that

the central way into the prct>lem of the ' role of the church in
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society' or its irrplications for modernization or political developnent
is through the evolutionary and comparative study of its bases,
strategies,

arx:3 structures of influence"

understanding

of

the

church's

(Val lier,

197 0: 22) •

An

history might be necessary in

appreciating its present unprecedented involvement with social issues
and developnent.

Limitations of This Study

A number of limitations that are built into this research

should be pointed out.
1 . Although this was,

basically, a qualitative case study,

sane quantitative techniques were employed for da.ta collection arrl
analysis.

Because of the sample size,

the da.ta distribJtion did not

allow for statistical tests of significance with sane of the variable
relationships,
became

even when such tests were seen as appropriate.

Th.ls it

necessar y to draw sane conclusions inferentially through

ooservation only without statistical tests of significance.

These

conclusions, therefore, are tentative.
2. The da.ta suggest that farmers with church rnanbership are
less likely to be alienated than farmers with no church rnanbership.
What the da.ta did not indicate is whether church involvement is the
"consequence" or the "cause" of lack of alienation .
research,

As

a result of

social theorists are becoming increasingly a,,are of the fact

that in hunan affairs influence normally operates on two-way streets.
Hence,

positive associations between variables frequently reflect
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nutual reinforcement rather than a simple relationship where one
variable is the cause
3. Although

and

the other the effect.

the data suggest that church manbership is

associated with less feelings of alienation,

the amount of influence

corning fran other factors could not be accurately accounted for.

In

the study of human behavior in its natural environment, social
scientists have shCJl'ln that various factors interact to produce a joint
effect on the der:errlent variable.

Although sane of the other mediators

suggested by the Berger-Neuhaus thesis were also looked at, the study
did not indicate hCJl'l much influence actually derive fran these.
"Neighborly helping"

relations might well be an important source of

mediation in rural America.
4.

The study was limited in its sample size

and

selection.

The snall sample used arrl its purposive technique of selection impose
restrictions on its generalizability.
Finally, there was also the proolem of rneasuranent in the

5.

survey instrument.
soi;:histicated,
and

its

Because rneasuranent was, at best, ordinal, less

non-p:uarnetric statistics were used.

The Fisher test

limitations prevented the statistical testing of all the

relationships.

If ratio or interval scales were developed for the

variables, stronger, rrore sophisticated statistical techniques could

be

employed.

Suggestions for Further Research

The follCJl'ling suggestions for future research are based upon

the findings

and

limitation of this study.
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1.
than

Since farmers with church rnanbership shc,,,,ed less alienation

farmers

with no church rnanbership,

future research might

profitably be directed tc,,,,ard identifying those factors associated with
church rnanbership that generate these alienation-reducing p::>tentials,
if, in fact, the causal relation is in that direction.
2.

Since the data shCM that involvement with the church is

related to less alienation,
question:

it would be wortl'Mhile to address the

Is involvanent with the church alone associated with less

alienation or are other influences at work? To ansver this question,
it might be necessary to canpare those rnanbers in the church woo are
"more" actively involved with other church members woo are "less"
actively involved in order to determine the difference.

In other

words, one needs to have sane variance on church participation by those
who are identified as rnanbers.
3. It was also concluded that farmers who are less alienated
are more likely to suggest sane p::>sitive coping behavior that is
consistent

with

transformative action than those who are more

alienated. Future research might address the question: To what extent
is there a readiness to act, or a past history of having acted in the
ways suggested?
4 . Finally,

the study cannot provide a conclusive test of the

theoretical m::x:lel since it lacks the statistical data to do so.

Future

research could fill that gap by using a broader sample fran which
quantitative data is gathered.

In this way the conclusion can be

generalized an1 a statistical test of the m::x:lel provided.
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Ap[:endix A
Interview Guide
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(Time started)
(Time canpleted)

The follod.ng information about you is essential if we are to uiderstand the
�ers you give in this survey. There is nothing here which will tell
.lillQ you are or � you are.

l.

A,

Background questiCJ'IS:
l.

Which of the follcwing i s your age group?

22 - 29
30 - 39
40 - 49

50 - 59

60 and wer
2.

Where were you born?

3.

Where did you live most of your chilcflood?

4,

Was

5.

Hai long have you l ived in this colllty?

6.

Hot do you feel about living in this cot11ty?

that

on a fann,

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

anall tcwn, or city?

Very satisfied
Sanewhat satisfied
Sanewhat dissatisfied
Very dissatisfied.

If satisfied, why?
If dissatisfied, why? ___________
B,

� a few questiais about your filllily.
7.

Are you married?
__ (1) Yes
__ (2) lb

8.

If married, do you have arry children?

(1) Yes
__ (2) lb
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9.

If children, hJw many?

10. If children, what are their ages? _, _, _, _, __
11 . What was the last year of schooling you canpleted?
(1) Sane high school
(2) High school graduate
(3) Sane college
(4) College graduate
(5) Graduate work
12. If married, what was the last year of schooling your
spouse aJnpleted?
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
13.

Sane high school
High school graduate
Sane college
College graduate
Graduate work

!bi many of your children are new in:
-- ( 1)
__ (2)

High school
College

14. If married, what is your spouse ' s occupation? _____
15.

2.

!bi secure do you feel that your spouse 's
occupaticn is?
(1) Very insecure
(2) Slightly insecure
(3) Moderately secure
(4) Very secure

A.

?bi let ' s talk about your fanning operaticn:
16. Hew long have you been involved in the faD11ing
business?
----� ears.

17. Did you inherit your faon?
__ (1) Yes
No

-- (2)

__ 18.
19.

If yes, fran whan?
If no, l'OI did you ao:Juire it?
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20.

What kind of facn oi:eratioo do you have?
( 1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

21 .

Ib any ct. your dlildren plan on fanning?
__ (1)
-- (2)

22.

B.

CMner
Hired manager
Tenant
Sharecropper
Partnership

Yes
N:)

!kw likely do you think it is that you will be able
to faSS your faan oo to one or more of. your
dlildren?

Let ' s talk about the eoonanic situatioo in general as you see its
23.

Ib you think that the farm situatioo in the U.S. cilring
the next l year will get better or worse?
__ ( 1)
__ (2)
-- (3)

Better
Worse
N:) change

(Why do you think so?)
23a. Ib you have any off-fa.on enployment?
__ (1)
-- (2)

Yes
N:)

(If yes, what is it?)
24.

Ib you approve or disapprove of the way the President
is dealing with the farm crisis?
__ ( 1)
__ (2)

25.

Approve
Disapprove

Whidl of these do you think is likely to be true of 1986:
a year of. �roving faon ronditioo or worsening fam
crisis in this a>l.l'lty?
(1)
__ (2)
__ (3)

�roving
Worsening
Same as present

(Any specific reasons why you think so?)
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26.

In gereral, to, strong or weak do you see this
001r1ty fanu econauy to be?

(1)

(2)
(3)

(4)

27.

Very strong
Strong
Weak
Very weak

What oo you think is the most critical proolem facing
the fanily fanner today?
(1)

High oost of living-inflatioo
____

(3)
(4)

Erergy
Interest rates
National priorities
The President ' s econanic EX)licies_
Unemployrrent
Busiress regulatioo
other

(2) Foreigi EX)licy

(5)

(6)
(7)

( 8)

( 9)

28.

O:> you think there will be more or fewer people going out
c1 fanning in this 001r1ty within the rext l year?

==

__ (1)

(2)

(3)

More
Fewer
The present trend will oontinue.___

(Can you explain why you think so?)
_ _ 29.

What has been your experience with leroers aoo
lencl.ing instituticns?
__ ( 1)
__ (2)

Generally good
Generally bad

29a. Have you had aey pcoolems with them?

==

(1)
(2)

Yes
No

(If yes, like what?)
3.

A.

New let ' s talk abo ut a few things i n y our <X1Tl1llrlity?
30.

Are you a menber <:L. any church?
__ (1)
-- (2)

Yes
No

If yes, which church? _____________
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31. If nenber, hoit frequentiy do you atteoo church?
Every &.riday
(2) Occasiooally
(3) Rarely
( 1)

32. Are you active in church activities/prograns when
you atteoo?
__ (1)
-- ( 2)
33.

If yes,

Yes
N:>

what progrc111 (s)?

34. Can you tell ue hOli active you are -

oolding

office, etc?

35. Does your church exfer progrc.111s or services of any
kioo to help farmers and faan fc.lllilies during this
crisis in agriculture?
__ (1)
-- ( 2)

35a.

If

Yes
N:>

any, what k.ioo (s) ?

36. Cb you participate in any ex than?
__ (1)
-- ( 2)

37.

If

Yes
N:>

yes, which ex these?

38. Aside fran preaching, what else do you think the church can

cb about the problans of faoners and fam fc.lllil ies?
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B.

O:her OCJmtll'lity or(}3IUZatioos :
39 • .Apart fran the church, what other or<J,3IUzatioos are
there in your cxmnunity or area?

40.

Are you a rrenber of any of these or<J,3IUzaticns?
(1)

(2)

Yes
It)

41.

If yes, which?

42.

(If children are school age) , Are you involved with the PrA?
__ (1)

-- (2)

Yes
It)

U Extensioo, Heme Makers, oc 4-H are not mentioned,
faaners are asked here whether these are active
in the area. And, if they or other mertiers of
the fanily i:articip,3te.

43.

U yes in UO, tot frequently cb you attend meetings?
(1)
__ (2)
__ (3)

44.

Rave you ever held an office in any of these organizaticns?
__ (1)
-- ( 2)

45.

Regularly
Irregularly
Never
Yes
It)

U yes, what office (s) did/do you hold?

46. Are you active in any political or<J,3IUzation in this area?
(1)
-- (2)

Yes
It)
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47.

U yes, which?

48.

U yes, what kind of participatioo have you had?

49.

Have you ever been active in a J:X)litical campai(J'l
of any kind?
__ ( 1)
-- ( 2)

__ 50.

51.

U ao, lia,i? (canvassing, passing out infocnatioo, etc . )

Did you vote in the last natima.l electioo?
__ ( 1)
-- (2)

52.

Yes
It>

Did you vote in the last local election?
__ ( 1)
-- (2)

__ 53 .

Yes
It>

Yes
It>

Have you atterded any fann rallies before?
__ (1)
-- (2)

Yes
It>

If yes, when? ___ _ ____ Where? ______
54.

Have you participated i n any pcotest auctioo before?
( 1)
(2)

Yes
It>

If yes, when? _________ Where? ______
55.

What d:> you think of these events (faan protests
and auctioos)?
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c.

The Neighborhood,
56.

How often oo you get together with your neighbors socially?
__ (1)
__ (2)
__ (3)

Very ctten (3 or more times a week) _____
Oocasiooally (less than 4 times a month)____
Rarely (not more than ooce a month) _____

57. What sorts of things ex> you ex> together?

58. � you ever get together with other farmers for
ooffee in the cafe in tom?
__ (1)
-- (2)

Yes
No

__ 59 . How ctten do you do that?
__ (1)
__ (2)
__ (3)

60.

Very often (3 or more times a week) ______
Oocasiooally (less than 4 times a month).____
Rarely (not more than once a month) _____

I often hear that facners offer assistance to other
facners. Have you ever provided such an assistance?
__ (1)
-- (2)

Yes
No

U yes, what were the cirCl.lllstanoes?

60a. Have you ever received such an assistance?
__ (1) Yes

-- (2)

No

If yes, what were the circunstanoes?

D. '1be Family:
61. � you have relatives who live in this area?
__ (1) Yes

-- (2)

No
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62.

If yes, are they also engaged in fanning?
__ (1)
-- (2)

63.

If yes, do you ever provide assistance of aey kind
to one another?
__ (1)
-- (2)

64.

4.

Yes
No

Yes
No

If yes, what kind of assistance do you usually pro.ride?

The next set of items are expressic:ns about hew indiviciJa.ls feel .
Sane people agree and others disagree, Please give your cwn opinic:n
about these statements, i.e. , whether you agree or disagree with
the items as they stand.

A. A.lienatia,
Strongly Agree Undecided Undecided Disagree Strongly
Disagree
hjree (1)
( 5)
(2) but prct>. but prct>.
disagree (4)
agree (3)
(6)
65.

In spite ex what
sane people say,
the lot ex the
average man is
getting worse.

66.

People l ike roe will
not have much of a
chance to do what we
want to do in life.

67.

It's hardly fair to
bring children into
the world with the
wey things look for
the future.
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A. N,ienatioo !contd.l
Strongly h_:lree UndeciCEd UndeciCEd Disagree Strongly
Disagree
(5)
but prob. but prob.
h_:lree (1)
(2)
( 6)
agree(3) disagree ( 4
68.

I often wooder
what the real
rreaning of life
is.

69.

I worry alx>ut the
future facing today ' s
children.

70. '!here's little use
writing to public
officials because
often they aren't
really interested in
the problems of the
average man.
71. These days a person

doesn ' t really know
Whan he can 00\rlt oo.

72.

Sanetimes I have the
feeling that other
people are using me.

73.

tboladays a person has
to live pretty much
for today and let
tanorrow take care
of itself.

74.

Everything is relative,
and there just aren't
CEfinite rules to live
by .
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B.

75.

Coping Behavior:

I would l ike to aslt a fe,, questions about
fanily life, if you would be willing to
respond. Again, renenber that your
answers are confidential..

What are the aspects of your hone life that you find especially
satisfying?

76. What are sane of the things about your hane l ife that you find
especially bothersane or distressing?

77. Within the last year, l'Oi often have you felt really good about
the way things are going at hane?
( 1)
(2)
( 3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
78.

Bew octen do you discuss fa.on issues with your spouse?
__ (1)
__ (2)

79.

Amost rever o.r rever
Only crioe or twice
About oooe a mooth
About once a week
Everyday
Alrost all the time

Bew

Frequently
Occasionally

ccten oo you discuss fa.an

issues with your children?

__ (1) Frequently
__ (2) Occasionally
80.

Do you ever f ind yourself quarrelling or arguing about these
issues or prablens with your fanily?
__ (1)
- (2)

Yes
NJ

If yes, can you tell me what it is you al.ways quarrel or
argue about 7
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81.

Has the faan crisis or problens in faming had any noticeable
effect m your hane life?
__ (l)

_ (2)

82.

Yes
No

If yes, like what?

c. Personal &:sponses and Behavior :

.t2w.'.iDg t-h"' week:
83.

I felt that I could
not shake off the
blues even with help
fran my fclnily or
friends.

84.

I had trouble keeping
my mind on what I was
d:>ing.
I felt depressed

86.

I felt hop?ful about
the future.

87 .

I though t my life had
been a failure.

88.

Mt sleep was restless.

Farely less than
1 day (l)

People reStX)nd or react to
problems and worries in
different ways. I am
going to read you
statements about sane of
those reactioos. I would
like you to tell me ha,, often
in the past week you have
felt or reacted in this way.
Sane -

l or 2
days (2)

Q:casionally 3 or 4 days
(3)

Often -

5 to 7

days (4)
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c. Personal pgsoonses and Bebavior Ccontd.l :
Pacely less than
1 day ( 1)

n.,rino t-ho wook,

89.

Sane 1 or 2
days (2)

Cb:asiooally 3 or 4 days
(3)

I felt that people
disliked me.

__

90 .

Do you scmeti.mes enjoy aloohalic beverage?
(1)
- (2)

Yes
ti)

(If yes, can you tell me hair uu:h alcooal you drink?)
91.

Do you sanetimes g;, out with fcieros foe a fe,, drinks?

(1)

(2)
(3)
(4)
92,

Do you on occasicn do sane heavy drinking?
__ (1)

- (2)
93.

Yes
ti)

If yes, to, octen is that?
( 1)
__ ( 2)
__ (3)

94.

Never
Rarely
sanetimes
Frequently

Rarely
Sanetimes
Frequently

What, in gereral, do you think is the test way for fanily
farmers to deal with these problens in agriculture?

Often 5 to 7
days (4)
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App:ndix B
CJ.ergy Interview Guide
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Acoount:

I am interested in the experiences of the family fanners in
this oomty, the effect af the present fann crisis, and how
the faaners are coping with the crisis. Also, to know
whether or not the church has a role in helping the faaners
oope with the crisis.
The interview with the clergy is important in order to knc,,.r
what sorts of progrcrns and services are available, so as to
focus the interview with the fatmers accordingly.

l.

2.

tb you think that diurc:hes should be involved i n helping fatmers
and facn fc111il ies in the current fam crisis?
a.

Is this a finction or responsibility of the church
according to you?

b.

If not, why do you think it is not?

What programs and services does � church offer farmers
and farm families in this time af crisis?
a.

tbes � diurch provide comseling services and
6UR)Ort groups?

b.

If yes, what kinds of services does :iQ.w: church provide?

3.

tbes � church offer e<ilcatiooal programs that help
farmers develop lobbying and other skills that might help
their voice in affecting political decisicn (letters to
congressman, etc . ) ?

4.

tb you or does your church provide encouragement or assistance
to fanners in atteroing farm rallies and other gatherings
that address fann issues?

s.
6.

Hot octen do you address fam issues i n your hanilies (for
example, within the last six mooths)?
_If you do , what are the main points that you emi;:tiasize when
you address the issue?

